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 Millions of Americans have felt the direct effects of the recent government shutdown, just the latest in a series of fiscal standoffs that have threatened our economic recovery and distracted leaders from the country’s real challenges. With partisan leaders perpetually miles apart on overall spending levels, and with no agreed-upon method for carving up the federal pie, failure seems forever on the horizon. This is an opportune moment to reconsider how we spend federal dollars. Criminal justice policy is an important place to start.

In 2002, Billy Beane, general manager of the Oakland A’s and creator of the “Moneyball” approach to baseball, found a way to get better results with fewer resources, building a team that successfully took on its big-budget competitors despite a substantial financial disadvantage.

Could Washington do the same?

We can use this new era of fiscal scarcity to make Washington work better. By taking a cue from Billy Beane and implementing key tactics, policymakers can make better decisions, get better results, and create more areas of bipartisan agreement — and even help avert future crises.

The approach is simple.

First, government needs to figure out what works. Second, government should fund what works. Then, it should stop funding what doesn’t work.

“Moneyball” encourages success. It encourages results and innovation. It spends dollars wisely. And it is grounded in the most basic economic principles.

Based on rough calculations, less than $1 out of every $100 of government spending is backed by even the most basic evidence that the money is being spent wisely. With so little performance data, it is impossible to say how many of the programs are effective. The consequences of failing to measure the impact of so many of our government programs — and of sometimes ignoring the data even when we do measure them — go well beyond wasting scarce tax dollars. Every time a young person participates in a program that doesn’t work but could have participated in one that does, that represents a human cost. And failing to do any good is by no means the worst sin possible: Some state and federal dollars flow to programs that actually harm the people who participate in them.

This Brennan Center report marks an important step toward implementing this funding approach in Washington and beyond. This report’s policy framework, termed “Success-Oriented Funding” starts with the justice system. It applies this framework to put forth a concrete policy proposal to reform the nation’s single largest source of funding for criminal justice. Funding what works and demanding success is just as critical in this context as for other spending — perhaps even more so considering what is at stake: the safety of the public and a deprivation of liberty for defendants.

Embracing Success-Oriented Funding will move us toward a more effective, socially beneficial, and efficient criminal justice system.

Orszag is the former director of the White House Office of Management and Budget and the Congressional Budget Office. He is currently the vice chairman of global banking at Citigroup.
INTRODUCTION

The criminal justice system in the United States is vast. It touches every state and locality, creating a web of law enforcement and legal agencies. As with all complex enterprises, this system is honeycombed with incentives that steer or deter behavior, for good or ill.

Changes to criminal law can only do so much in a justice system that relies heavily on the discretion of individual actors. One key factor affects individual behavior and agency policies: money. Funding structures of criminal justice agencies — direct budgets and grant awards — can create powerful incentives. This is true at all levels — federal, state, and local.

Federal spending is one focal point. Washington spends billions of dollars each year to subsidize state and local criminal justice systems. Specifically, the Justice Department administers dozens of criminal justice grants. In 2012, just some of the largest programs, including the Community Oriented Policing Services and Violence Against Women Act grants, received more than $1.47 billion.\(^1\)

The Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) program is the largest nationwide criminal justice grant program. Although JAG represents a small percentage of nationwide dollars spent on criminal justice, it retains an outsize influence on activities and policy. Because it funds a wide array of areas, rather than funding one kind of activity, JAG extends its reach across the entire system. Its dollars flow to local police departments, prosecutor and public defender offices, courts, and others. State and local actors rely on JAG funds year in and year out. JAG, in its original form, was created almost 30 years ago. Not surprisingly, it provides funding driven by criteria developed at a time of rising and seemingly out-of-control crime.\(^2\) JAG has not faced substantial overhaul since then.

Today, the country faces very different criminal justice challenges. On the one hand, crime and violence have fallen sharply across the country. Fears for safety, and crises such as the crack epidemic, have receded into history. The murder rate is almost at its lowest rate in a century.\(^3\)

At the same time, however, a far more disturbing trend has emerged: the growth of mass incarceration in the United States. With less than 5 percent of the world’s population, we have almost 25 percent of its prisoners.\(^4\) More than 68 million Americans — a quarter of the nation’s population — have criminal records.\(^5\) Over half the people in prison are there for drug or nonviolent crimes.\(^6\) One in three new prison admissions are for parole violations.\(^7\) The cost to taxpayers has soared: Today, the nation spends more than $80 billion annually to sustain mass incarceration.\(^8\) True social costs, such as the harms to families, communities, and the economy, are far higher.\(^9\)

Fortunately, in recent years policymakers and the public have begun to advance a new approach to criminal justice, one that fights crime and violence but turns away from thoughtless criminalization and overincarceration. A wave of innovative reforms, pioneered in cities and states, is starting to reshape criminal justice policy. These new approaches, grounded in data, seek to align public policies to target major public safety goals while reducing unintended consequences. They focus on major, violent crime without mindlessly punishing people. Significantly, these changes are uniting activists and leaders of all political ideologies.\(^10\)
A handful of these new policies have shown the power of tying funding for criminal justice agencies to “success” — clear goals and hard-nosed measurements of what works to meet the twin goals of reducing crime and alleviating mass incarceration.

Currently, JAG, managed by the Department of Justice (DOJ), does not align with these modern criminal justice goals and policies. By statute, DOJ cannot condition funding based on whether grant recipients meet specified goals. However, state and local recipients are required to report on whether the funds meet certain performance measures. Current measures inadvertently incentivize unwise policy choices. Federal officials ask states to report the number of arrests, but not whether the crime rate dropped. They measure the amount of cocaine seized, but not whether arrestees were screened for drug addiction. They tally the number of cases prosecuted, but not whether prosecutors reduced the number of petty crime offenders sent to prison. In short, today’s JAG performance measures fail to show whether the programs it funds have achieved “success:” improving public safety without needless social costs. These measures send a signal to states and localities that the federal government desires more arrests, more cocaine busts, and more prosecutions at the expense of other more effective activities.

It is time to update JAG to ensure that its measures fit today’s problems, and more importantly, that they promote effective, efficient, and just policies. JAG is an incredibly valuable tool. This report reviews this key federal program and offers a proposal to reorient the incentives it offers to state and local decisionmakers.

Part One of this report sets out a conceptual framework for criminal justice funding broadly, drawing on experimental models and pathbreaking understandings of how public actors make decisions and respond to incentives. The concept is simple: Scarce public resources should be steered toward policies that measurably work. This approach — what the Brennan Center calls “Success-Oriented Funding” — would link dollars spent on criminal justice to clear, precise goals. Ideally, Success-Oriented Funding would be implemented through widespread laws conditioning dollars spent on criminal justice on meeting clear objectives. If this direct link is not possible, governments can still provide straightforward benchmarks for use of the funding. As is often the case, what gets measured gets done. Setting clear goals for success — through performance measures — can “nudge” the behavior of recipients toward more effective and just practices.

Part Two applies this approach to JAG through a concrete policy proposal. DOJ does not have authority to directly link JAG funding to success. Such action would need to come from Congress. Therefore, this proposal asks DOJ to redraw the performance measures it uses to query grant recipients on their activities. JAG’s performance measures should be reoriented to encourage states to modernize their criminal justice practices with more effective, successful ways to reduce crime while also reducing mass incarceration. Appendix A proposes, in detail, new performance measures that would implement Success-Oriented Funding in this critical federal grant program.

But JAG is just one starting point. Recasting JAG so it advances the thousands of state and local programs it funds toward new, clear goals can help spur further reform across the country. This shift could reverberate nationwide, moving the country away from business as usual in the criminal justice system — and away from mass incarceration.
It can also serve as a model of Success-Oriented Funding for states and localities. The true power of Success-Oriented Funding comes from strong reforms nationwide tying budgeting for criminal justice agencies directly to achievement of clear performance measures. This report’s array of new performance measures can serve as a starting point for states and local governments to build upon to fashion more tailored performance measures.
From August 2012 to October 2013, the authors and Brennan Center researchers conducted more than 100 off-the-record interviews with members of the criminal justice community. The transcripts and summaries of these conversations are on file at the Brennan Center for Justice. These interviewees are stakeholders in the U.S. Department of Justice’s Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) program or similar criminal justice grant programs. They include:

- representatives from local police departments who received JAG funds; current and former sheriffs of counties throughout the country; former and current police chiefs; research staff and leadership at leading police foundations;
- local prosecutors; local and state defense attorneys receiving JAG funding; national criminal defense bar leadership;
- research staff at the Government Accountability Office; federal and local government performance measures experts;
- former government economists and budget experts;
- officials and former officials at the United States Department of Justice who administered or oversaw JAG; current and former officials at the Office of Management and Budget;
- congressional staff interested in reforms to JAG;
- staff at the National Criminal Justice Association who work with JAG recipients; technical assistance providers to states and localities receiving JAG funding;
- former and current state and local JAG recipients from varied states, including California, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nevada, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Washington State, and Wisconsin; research staff located within State Administering Agencies who manage reporting on JAG performance measures to the federal government;
- policy and legal staff at progressive and conservative advocacy organizations that support criminal justice reform;
- think tank experts, academics, and researchers with expertise in economics, financial models, or criminal justice.

To prepare the proposed JAG performance measures, the authors retained Timothy Ross, the former Director of Research at the Vera Institute of Justice, to assist in research and analysis.

The Brennan Center also convened a Blue Ribbon Panel of experts and JAG stakeholders on October 8, 2013 in Washington, D.C., to review and provide feedback on a draft of the proposed performance measures, now in final form in Appendix A. The authors refined the measures based on the panel’s feedback. The findings of this Brennan Center report should not necessarily be ascribed to panelists; these individuals served as experts and stakeholders providing feedback.

Panelists included:*

- Jason Baker, Director of Government Affairs, National District Attorneys Association
- Jim Bueermann, President, Police Foundation; former Chief of Police, Redlands Police Department, California; former Executive Fellow, National Institute of Justice, Department of Justice
In addition, several sheriffs from the Major County Sheriffs’ Association provided comments on the measures.

This report was reviewed in detail by: Michael Crowley, former Senior Criminal Justice Policy Analyst, White House Office of Management and Budget; Elizabeth Fine, former Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General, U.S. Department of Justice; Jim Buermann, President of the Police Foundation; and Maurice Classen, Program Officer at the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.

*Organizational affiliations are included for identification purposes only.
I. PART ONE: SUCCESS-ORIENTED FUNDING: A POLICY FRAMEWORK

JAG program funding is part of the complex web of incentives found throughout the criminal justice system. Part One of this report provides an overview of incentives in criminal justice today and puts forth a conceptual framework for reform.

A. Criminal Justice Incentives Today

Today’s overgrown criminal justice system is the result of the policies of the 1980s and 1990s that overcriminalized and overpunished behavior. In the preceding decades, a dramatic uptick in crime created widespread public fear. Lawlessness and social breakdown were matters of national concern. Lawmakers responded by increasing penalties, giving prosecutors more power, removing sentencing discretion from judges, and criminalizing previously legal behavior. Fear of widespread drug abuse, particularly of crack cocaine in the 1980s, intensified the “war on drugs.” The federal government also expanded national criminal laws and used its money to encourage state and local governments to enact harsher crime laws.

The political system’s response to the crime epidemic yielded long-term systemic impacts that outlasted the original problem. It prompted an explosion in the number of people arrested, jailed, prosecuted, imprisoned, on parole, and with criminal records. Since 1970, the United States prison population grew by 700 percent. Urban communities of color bore the brunt: African-American men are now incarcerated at a rate over six times their white male counterparts. Put bluntly, these policies resulted in mass incarceration.

Along with this growth came a flood in spending. Corrections is the second fastest growing area of state spending. The country now spends $80 billion per year on state and federal corrections. Including judicial, legal, and police costs, this amount climbs to $260 billion. Until recently, governments largely spent without concern.

Once the fiscal crisis hit state budgets in 2008 — and then Washington — governments paused to rethink this spending. Decades of research have paved the way for the current data-driven policies that rely less on punishment, while still promoting public safety. Bipartisan lawmakers in several states have come together to enact these policies. This modern approach seeks to shrink the criminal justice system without compromising the country’s safety. These policies encourage citations instead of arrests for petty crimes, reduce sentences for nonviolent crimes, offer treatment options instead of prison for those with drug addiction, provide non-prison sanctions for technical parole violations, and parole eligibility for elderly prisoners. They have dispelled the myth that harsher punishments always lead to less crime. Not only are these policies more efficient, they are also more effective and more just. It turns out that all that spending was not necessary to keep down crime.
Local police departments are increasingly modernizing their practices. Traditional models of policing emphasize after-the-fact, reactive responses to crime. Modern police approaches, on the other hand, employ tactics that not only respond to crime, but are effective at preventing it. They use techniques that are proven to work, rather than simply responding with the harshest punishment on the theory that harsher is always better. Leading police associations, including the International Chiefs of Police (IACP), Police Foundation, and Police Executive Research Forum (PERF), have urged a widespread move toward such approaches.

One such modern approach is “community policing,” which focuses on working collaboratively with communities as partners. It focuses on solving the underlying causes of crime and the conditions that create it. Although police departments may implement community policing differently, this approach can work. For example, in the 1990s, San Diego implemented a community policing model that effectively controlled crime while reducing arrests and police misconduct.

Another approach, termed “evidence-based policing,” incorporates empirically tested approaches into policing practices. Police experiment, collect data on performance, and implement the most effective strategies. For example, the Los Angeles Police Department’s “predictive-policing model” analyzes data to predict where crimes will occur and targets resources in those areas before crime occurs. In 2011, predictive policing was implemented in the Foothill area of Los Angeles. Within six months, crime fell by 12 percent from the previous year. Another example is the “pulling levers tactic,” used in the federal Project Safe Neighborhoods (PSN) initiative since 2001. There, law enforcement warns offenders and potential offenders that gun-related violence will be responded to with all available “legal levers” to bring “swift and certain” punishments. PSN target areas in Chicago experienced a more rapid decline in murders, and an even faster decline in gun homicides, than the city as a whole. Jim Bueermann, president of the Police Foundation, describes evidence-based policing as “an approach to controlling crime and disorder that promises to be more effective and less expensive than the traditional response-driven models, which cities can no longer afford. With fewer resources available, it simply does not make sense for the police to pursue crime control strategies that science has proven ineffective.”

These reforms are helping reduce the country’s incarceration problem. Some reforms have been more systemic. For example, in 2011, Kentucky required the use of the latest social science tools (termed “risk assessments”) to determine the safety risk posed by an individual and deploy the most effective corresponding response. In 2010, South Carolina enacted a comprehensive package of sentencing and corrections legislation, which improves parole decision making, strengthens supervision for probationers and parolees, and makes sentencing laws more proportional. Through these reforms, the state reduced the number of supervisees revoked to prison and saved $4.2 million in prison costs.
But most reforms have provided modest fixes and short-term relief. Generally, legislatures give wide latitude — sometimes necessary, sometimes not — to agencies and actors to implement these new laws. For example, in 2011 Louisiana gave elderly low-level, low-risk prisoners the right to a parole hearing so the parole board could decide who to release. New Jersey allowed judges to send more offenders with drug addiction to drug courts; originally, it provided prosecutors veto power over this decision but removed it in 2012. Maryland passed legislation in 2012 permitting some probationers and parolees who exhibited exemplary behavior to earn credit toward ending their supervision, but credit earned is only awarded at the discretion of judges.

Each reform produced tangible gains. But each was incomplete, because system actors had few incentives to reorient their actions to implement the ultimate goal of these policies — to reduce mass incarceration. Because of similar limitations, overall state reforms primarily slowed the growth of prison populations (and, at times, increased other parts of the correctional population, such as parolees), instead of reducing them.

The execution of criminal justice depends heavily on the discretion of individual actors. Any movement to reform the system must find a way to reorient this discretion. The criminal justice system is filled with generally well-meaning actors. But the incentives created for them are often misaligned with sensible policy. Many of them create perverse incentives that implicitly or inadvertently continue to entrench mass incarceration. The result is a system that, despite recent reforms, continues on the old auto-pilot. Too many people are still being pulled into and kept in the criminal justice system.

Making matters worse, agencies tend not to coordinate and even, in some cases, shift costs to one another. When it comes to reducing mass incarceration, entire sectors of the criminal justice system are not aligned and often work in counterproductive ways. The current system does not provide a way for individual actors to realign these incentives on their own. Todd Clear, dean of Rutgers University School of Criminal Justice, explains the problem succinctly: “It would be inconceivable for the private sector to operate under such a stifling set of disincentives for efficiency and innovation; yet we sustain this structure in criminal justice.”

Examples abound:

- Probation officers (often paid by counties) can revoke their supervisees to prison (usually paid for by states) for technical violations of conditions — e.g. missing a meeting or testing positive for drugs. When that revocation happens, counties shift financial burdens to the state. Probation officers reduce their own workloads and their agencies’ costs by sending more people to prison. It can result in more prisoners. In Mississippi, for example, nearly one-third of prison admissions were for nonviolent parolees revoked to prison for technical violations (not new crimes). And in California, until recently, almost two-thirds of prison admissions were for technical parole violations.

- Some prosecutors are promoted or rewarded for securing convictions. For example, in Arapahoe County, Colorado, prosecutors receive cash rewards and promotions for successful convictions (excluding plea bargains and mistrials). In Harris County, Texas, the first three assistant district attorneys to try 12 cases and win half are given the “Trial Dawg Award.” Prizes have included an afternoon off and taking the lead on a murder trial. According to one study in the American Law and Economics Review, federal prosecutors who secure longer prison sentences in their cases are more likely to become federal judges and partners in private law firms. They are also more likely to enjoy higher pay grades.
In most states and under federal law, police departments can keep some or all of the proceeds from civil forfeitures (i.e. seizures of private property). This incentive has led to concerns that police departments may pursue forfeitures to increase revenue at the expense of other policing priorities. In a survey of nearly 800 law enforcement executives, nearly 40 percent of police agencies reported that civil forfeiture proceeds were a necessary budget supplement. A report on agencies in Texas found that, on average, asset forfeiture proceeds account for roughly 14 percent of police budgets, with rural jurisdictions earning an average of 18 percent of police budgets from seized property. Even starker, a 2007 study found that for every 1 percent increase in forfeiture proceeds retained by law enforcement, there was a 0.66 percent increase in drug arrests.

The most common example of perverse incentives is found in private prison contracts. A 2013 report from In the Public Interest, a resource center on privatization across sectors, examined 62 private prisons contracts in 21 states. It found that the majority guarantee that states will supply enough prisoners to keep between 80 and 100 percent of the private prisons' beds filled. If a state fails to fulfill this “goal,” it must pay a fine to the company running the prisons.

In fact, as these examples suggest, the ways in which criminal justice policies are implemented often have the unintended consequence of fueling mass incarceration. The challenge: How can lawmakers provide direct incentives that drive toward a modern, more sensible approach to justice?

B. Reorienting Incentives Through Funding

The criminal justice system needs a new set of incentives – one that aligns actors' incentives with larger, smarter public policy goals.

A better approach, termed “Success-Oriented Funding” by this report, would use the power of the purse to shift the criminal justice system. Grounded in economic principles and built on discrete models in other policy areas, it would condition government dollars on whether agencies or programs meet specific, measureable goals. These goals would drive toward what policymakers increasingly see as a new justice system, one that effectively reduces crime and alleviates mass incarceration. This cost-effective framework would ensure government is getting a good return on its investment in criminal justice. It could be applied throughout the criminal justice system — federal, state, and local — to all funding streams. Weaving together dollars, incentives, and policy goals can serve as a potent lever for change. The result: a web of sturdy funding structures that outlast the current fiscal crisis and ensure that mass incarceration does not revive in more prosperous times.

Economic theory indicates that actors provided with clear positive rewards will usually alter their behavior to match these incentives. Former Chairman of President George W. Bush’s Council of Economic Advisors and Harvard University Professor N. Gregory Mankiw articulates this fundamental tenet in “Principles of Economics” — one of the most widely-used introductory economics textbooks. He recognizes a summary of the discipline: “People respond to incentives. The rest is commentary.” Mankiw goes on to note that “[w]hen policymakers fail to consider how their policies affect incentives,
they often end up with results they did not intend.55 In the case of criminal justice, these unintended consequences have helped fuel, and entrench, mass incarceration.

The Brennan Center’s Success-Oriented Funding framework builds and expands on existing experimental models drawing from this literature. The framework encourages incentive-oriented funding for all dollars sent to the criminal justice system, whether they are publicly financed or privately funded. Figure 1 (page 12) compares existing experimental models with Success-Oriented Funding.

By setting clear goals for success or failure of government agencies and programs, Success-Oriented Funding would achieve the “results-driven government” advocated for by former OMB Director Peter Orszag and former Domestic Policy Counsel Director John Bridgeland.56 It would allow the government to “begin to identify what works – and just as importantly, what doesn’t,” and shift funding accordingly.57 It would encourage governments to enact and agencies to execute the new generation of criminal justice policies. And, it would direct the discretion of individual actors working in these agencies (the parole officer, police officer, prosecutor on-the-ground executing policies) toward ending mass incarceration — a feat criminal laws cannot achieve on their own.

Success-Oriented Funding is most powerful when agencies are given a handful of clear goals. Examples of goals include: reducing recidivism, reducing crime, reducing prison sentences, or reducing incarceration. Goals would vary depending on the target of the dollars. Appendix A sets forth an array of measures for a variety of criminal justice agencies that governments can use as a starting point when seeking concrete goals.

Success-Oriented Funding can be implemented for funding streams across the justice system:

• Congressional appropriations for federal agencies (e.g., Bureau of Prisons);

• Federal grant programs for federal, state, or local activities (e.g., JAG, Community Oriented Policing Services, and Violence Against Women Act grants);58

• State budgets providing funding for state or local agencies (e.g., prisons, courts, community corrections);

• Local budgets providing funding for local agencies (e.g., prosecutors, police, jails);

• State and local grant programs for criminal justice agencies;

• Government contracts to private prisons or privately run programs.

The approach can link incentives and funding in three different forms: direct to existing dollars, direct to bonus dollars, or indirect. Practical, legal, fiscal, and political considerations can drive which form may be most appropriate for specific funding streams.
1. Condition existing funding on achieving specific goals

The most direct form involves tying existing funding *directly* to goals. This could take the form of conditioning program and agency budgets or grants on achievement of concrete, measurable outcomes. If agencies do not achieve “success,” the consequences would be a reduction in funding, some other negative impact, or possible termination.

Recently implemented programs and policies incorporate similar approaches; Success-Oriented Funding expands on these. In one innovative approach, called “social finance,” government partners with non-profits or private companies and pays them to achieve concrete social outcomes. The Obama administration is encouraging application of this model to federally funded, socially beneficial programs.

One example of social financing is the “social impact bond.” In 2012, New York City introduced the first social impact bond in the country for criminal justice. Goldman Sachs holds a $9.6 million bond for a four-year program to reduce recidivism among juveniles at Riker’s Island jail. The financial structure of these bonds is complex. However, Goldman’s incentives are clear: the lower the program’s recidivism rate, the greater the interest paid. Specifically, Goldman stands to earn up to $2.1 million in profit if it cuts participant recidivism by more than 10 percent. But, should recidivism rise above 10 percent, Goldman would lose as much as $2.4 million. Social impact bonds could be a positive development in the criminal justice system. They “bet on the success” of prisoners instead of using the typical model of privatization, in which private prisons generally bet on failure (i.e. the more prisoners, the better).

These structures for non-profit and private financing are promising models. However, models that rely on private funding cannot bring the vast change needed to reform the justice system. Success-Oriented Funding would apply this concept of clear funding incentives to public funding as well. These same clear goals can be provided for the public agencies and actors who execute criminal justice. For example, grants to law enforcement could be conditioned on reducing violent crime, dollars to prisons on reducing the three-year recidivism rate of exiting prisoners, or funding to prosecutors based on reducing the number of low-level offenders sent to prison. In this way, government can take responsibility for ensuring the effectiveness of its own policies, agencies, and actors.

There are existing federal grants that provide incentives to public programs. The Department of Education’s Investing in Innovation Fund (i3) is a well-cited example. It funds programs proven to improve student achievement, while also fostering innovative programs that could become successful. To receive funding, i3 applicants must provide evidence that their programs meet one of four broad goals, such as “[t]urning around persistently low-performing schools” or “[i]mproving the use of data to accelerate student achievement.” The Department weighs applicants and chooses those that most strongly make their case. Success-Oriented Funding differs from this type of competitive federal grant in two key ways. i3 fund does not provide recipients with the specific, concrete, measurable goals that Success-Oriented Funding would. And, competitive federal grants generally award money to discrete programs, whereas Success-Oriented Funding would apply broadly not only to programs but also to broad funding streams and budgets.
This most potent form of Success-Oriented Funding provides the strongest incentive because the link between funding and concrete goals is the strongest.

**Figure 1: Comparison of Funding Incentive Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>How it Works</th>
<th>Who is Incentivized</th>
<th>Affected Entity</th>
<th>Implemented by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Impact Bond (often called “Pay for Success”)</td>
<td>NYC Riker’s Island</td>
<td>Private investor finances a public program; government pays interest to investor for success of program.</td>
<td>Private/non-profit entities, which receive full payment only if goals are met.</td>
<td>Discrete public programs</td>
<td>Federal, state, and local governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Incentive Funding</td>
<td>IL, CA, PA</td>
<td>States give bonus dollars to local agency budget when agency saves state money.</td>
<td>Public agencies, which receive bonus dollars if states save money.</td>
<td>Public parole &amp; probation budgets</td>
<td>State governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Innovation Funds</td>
<td>Federal Social Innovation Fund</td>
<td>Federal government provides funds to “intermediaries” that match federal dollars with private funds to support local programs.</td>
<td>Non-profit entities, which receive federal and private funds only if there’s evidence their programs are effective and innovative.</td>
<td>Discrete non-profit programs</td>
<td>Federal government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive Federal Grants</td>
<td>i3</td>
<td>Federal government provides grants to state or local programs that provide evidence of results.</td>
<td>Public entities, which receive grants only if evidence their program meets broad goals.</td>
<td>Public programs</td>
<td>Federal government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success-Oriented Funding</td>
<td>Brennan Center JAG Proposal</td>
<td>Government: (1) only provides funding if entities meet specific, measureable goals; (2) gives bonus dollars for meeting such goals; or (3) steers recipients toward public policy goals with clear performance measures.</td>
<td>Applicable to all criminal justice entities (public, private, nonprofit), which receive additional money (budget, grant, or prize) or positive performance evaluations only if they meet goals. Encompasses and expands on existing models.</td>
<td>Applicable to all criminal justice dollars (budgets, grants, programs)</td>
<td>Applicable at all government levels (federal, state, local)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Offer “Prize” Money for Achieving Goals

Where it is impractical to condition an entire agency budget on meeting specific goals, governments can offer additional bonus dollars on top of standard budget or grant amounts when agencies achieve concrete goals.

This concept has percolated into the criminal justice system. States have experimented through a model called “performance incentive funding” that awards “prize” money (a portion of the cost savings an agency participated in) to programs that achieve specific results. Already, Illinois and California enacted laws to reward probation agencies with a share of prison cost savings when they revoke fewer probationers to prison for violations. As of 2011, California’s program saved the state $278 million in prison costs and
reduced revocations by nearly one-third.\textsuperscript{66} In 10 counties in Illinois, its program cut participant recidivism by as much as one-fifth, and saved $16 million in avoided prison costs in just two years.\textsuperscript{67} Many states have enacted some type of similar reform for community corrections agencies.\textsuperscript{68}

This year, Pennsylvania implemented this approach for community corrections centers.\textsuperscript{69} When announcing the reform, Bret Bucklen, the director of planning, research, and statistics for the state’s Department of Corrections stated: “We want to measure performance. We want quantifiable performance . . . . We want to force the system to think hard on how to reduce the recidivism rate.”\textsuperscript{70}

By implementing Success-Oriented Funding to create prize incentives broadly, criminal justice actors throughout the system will be required to “think hard” on how to achieve their goals. Thus far, prize funding in criminal justice has been limited to community corrections. Although it is true that precise measurable goals are challenging to design for other criminal justice agencies, the task is not impossible. This concept of prize money can be implemented widely in criminal justice. The measures in Appendix A can be a starting point.

3. Implement Performance Measures to “Nudge” Recipients Toward Goals

The third form of Success-Oriented Funding involves providing funding to criminal justice agencies along with clear goals, but without mandating them.

This subtler approach is grounded in principles of behavioral economics. This research teaches that it is not necessary to order policy changes through “command and control” regulations to have the desired impact. Behavioral economics indicates that insights into psychology can explain and guide (i.e. “nudge”) decision-making in a certain direction.\textsuperscript{71} Positive reinforcement and indirect suggestions influence the decisions of individuals, just as effectively as — or sometimes more effectively than — mandates.\textsuperscript{72} Former Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs Administrator Cass Sunstein and University of Chicago Business School Professor Richard Thaler explain in their pivotal 2008 book “Nudge,” such policies “preserve freedom of choice while also nudging people in directions that will improve their lives.”\textsuperscript{73} They alter individuals’ incentives by implicitly signaling the desired action. This approach has already borne fruit — from tax policy to nutrition to environmental law.\textsuperscript{74}

Building on these principles, the third form of Success-Oriented Funding would tie funding to goals in the form of robust “performance measures.” Performance measures would accompany funding, but awards would not be directly conditioned on meeting them.

The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) defines “performance measures” as numeric assessments that inform the government whether a program or agency “has achieved its objectives, expressed as measurable performance standards.”\textsuperscript{75} They document success, what is working and what is not, and shed light on how to make improvements. Performance measures can improve effectiveness, accountability, and efficiency of government programs.\textsuperscript{76} According to the Performance Institute, a think-tank that specializes in government performance management, high-quality performance measures are specific, measurable, accountable, and calculated over a specific period of time (e.g. quarterly or annually).\textsuperscript{77}
The White House’s performance.gov website measures the performance of federal agencies. It explains the importance of goals in the form of measures:

A goal is a simple but powerful way to motivate people and communicate priorities. Leaders in states, local governments, Federal programs, and in other countries have demonstrated the power of using specific, challenging goals (combined with frequent measurement, analysis, and follow-up) to improve performance and cut costs.... The Federal Government operates more effectively when agency leaders, at all levels of the organization, starting at the top, set clear measurable goals aligned to achieving better outcomes.... This leads to the discovery of what works and what does not – guiding agency action and investment.\(^7\)

Research has shown the mere act of measuring can affect the behavior of actors.\(^7\) The adage of management experts and government performance experts is simple: *What gets measured gets done.*\(^8\) Performance measurements can act as signposts in setting policy.

Police are among the most outspoken criminal justice actors calling for more information on their own performance. In a 1997 congressional report, Lawrence Sherman, the founder of evidence-based policing, examined the effectiveness of federal crime prevention strategies.\(^8\) He noted the absence of information on performance and called for more rigorous social science evaluations:

The effectiveness of most crime prevention strategies will remain unknown until the nation invests more in evaluating them.... The inadequacy of that investment to date prevents a judgment for or against the effectiveness of the $3 billion in federal crime funds, at least to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty.... [A] review of over 500 impact evaluations reveals only a handful of conclusions that can be generalized from those studies to similar programs around the nation. By scientific standards, there are very few “programs of proven effectiveness.”\(^9\)

Strong performance measures can help provide this type of data to lawmakers on success of policies and programs. As in many fields, it is challenging to devise effective performance measures for criminal justice. Results can be hard to measure. And there are many factors beyond the control of criminal justice agencies that contribute to changes in crime and violence. Yet those most deeply involved in criminal justice recognize that better-crafted performance measures can move outcomes. Among others, leading police organizations, such as IACP, PERF, and the Police Foundation have called for more robust performance measures.\(^8\)

Part Two of this report takes up this challenge of devising performance measures for criminal justice. It puts forth a policy proposal to implement this third form of Success-Oriented Funding for a concrete funding stream: the federal JAG program. It provides an array of proposed performance measures for various criminal justice activities including policing. “Nudging” funding recipients toward goals through performance measures can be useful for funding streams like JAG for which agency officials wish to implement clear goals, but legislative bodies have left funding purposes too broad.

It is time to transform funding to help curb mass incarceration. Reform can begin with the nation’s largest criminal justice grant program.
II. PART TWO: SUCCESS-ORIENTING JAG: A POLICY PROPOSAL

In February 1988, Edward Byrne, a 22-year-old New York City police officer, was monitoring the home of a drug case witness. Two men approached his patrol car. One shot the officer five times, killing him. The incident was featured in TIME magazine. More than 10,000 police officers attended Byrne’s funeral. New York mayor Edward Koch called Byrne a “martyr in what amounts to a war for national survival.”84 The tragedy shifted the nation’s focus to that war — the “War on Drugs” — and the broader war against rising crime.

In response to Byrne’s death and in the hopes of preventing more brutal crimes, Congress created the Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Program.85 It replaced and expanded a 1968 law that provided funding for local law enforcement.86 In 2005, when reauthorizing the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), Congress merged the Byrne program with another law enforcement grant to create the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant program.87 This is today’s JAG program.88 JAG’s predecessor programs focused on funding for law enforcement. But JAG today is the largest single source of federal funding for state and local criminal justice activities.89 Because its funds flow to thousands of agencies across the country, its influence is far greater than its relatively small budget. A change to JAG could reverberate nationwide.

This section provides an overview of the current JAG program, explains its current challenges, and puts forth a concrete policy proposal to implement Success-Oriented Funding. Although Success-Oriented Funding is more easily implemented in smaller scale programs or specific agency budgets, the framework can also apply to large funding streams such as JAG.

A. The Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program Today

Administration & Funding

JAG dollars flow from the federal government to all 50 states, territories, and more than 1,000 localities. The funding level for the program averages between $300 to $500 million yearly. In 2009, JAG received a one-time infusion of $2 billion as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (commonly referred to as the stimulus package). Over the past two years, however, Congress cut JAG funding by 34 percent to $352 million this year due to the “sequester.”90

Congress gave the Justice Department authority to administer the program. DOJ does so through its Bureau of Justice Assistance.91 Under the statute creating JAG, DOJ must award funds to states and localities based on a strict formula. State recipients do not compete for the funds. They receive funding based on this formula, which considers a state’s share of the number of violent crimes nationwide and its share of the national population.92 By statute, DOJ must send 60 percent of a state’s allocation directly to state governments. DOJ sends the remaining 40 percent to each state’s local governments.93

Because of the formula’s dual consideration of violent crime and population rates, JAG allocations can vary widely. The five largest total state awards in 2013 included California ($30.8 million), Texas ($21.4 million), Florida ($18.0 million), New York ($15.4 million), and Illinois ($11.2 million). The JAG legislation also mandates a minimum allocation level for each state or territory equal to 0.25 percent of the total JAG
allocation, regardless of its population or crime average. North Dakota, Vermont, and Wyoming each received this level of funding, getting about $696,000 in 2013. Local governments can also receive sizable amounts. For example, New York City, Chicago, Philadelphia, Houston, and Los Angeles were eligible to receive between $1.7 million and $4.0 million each in 2013.94

JAG’s Outsize Impact

State and local governments pass JAG funds on to an array of sub-recipients, who typically must compete for the dollars locally.95 Decisions about sub-recipient funding are controlled by state agencies or designated local officials.96 In this way, JAG dollars find their way into thousands of programs and activities across the country.

Figure 2: 2013 JAG Fund Distribution97

These dollars flow across the country and throughout the criminal justice system — from police task forces to indigent defense to re-entry programs.98 For example, in 2011, New York State sent JAG funds to 87 sub-recipients just in the law enforcement category alone. These funds went to varied purposes including funding for crime analysis centers and equipment for electronic fingerprinting.99

Because JAG is federal money — additional to and apart from state and local budgets for these agencies — JAG funding is essentially “found money.” JAG also provides money for activities that states often do not, making JAG funds even more critical. For example, JAG money supplements most police multijurisdictional drug task forces nationwide.100 Although local jurisdictions pay officer salaries, JAG provides additional funding for operations, equipment, and overtime.101
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Recipients are vocal about the pivotal role JAG funds play in supporting their activities even if they constitute a seemingly small amount of their overall budgets. For example, JAG funds account for less than 5 percent of Boston and Chicago Police Department budgets. Nevertheless, every year, leading law enforcement groups submit a letter to Congress in support of JAG’s reauthorization. Supporters include PERF, Major Cities Chiefs, Major County Sheriffs’ Association, National Sheriffs’ Association, National Alliance of State Drug Enforcement Agencies, and the International Union of Police Associations. Their 2013 letter described JAG as “the much-needed spark which allows state and local governments, as well as our organizations and local partners, to test new initiatives and coordinate across the justice system to find solutions that work.”

A 2013 report from the National Criminal Justice Association (NCJA, an organization that works with states on criminal justice funding, including JAG) also pointed to the outsize impact of the program. Although JAG funds represent only a small percent of criminal justice spending nationwide, “these dollars represent an opportunity to fund initiatives that can positively impact the work of multiple system partners, enhance public safety, and if used effectively, will ultimately reduce justice system costs and save the taxpayers money.”

It is not surprising that states, strapped for cash, will clamor for federal funding and reorient their priorities to obtain it. As explained in Section 2, DOJ has set forth implicit goals to recipients, and JAG recipients often respond to DOJ signals on how to spend JAG funds. Precisely because JAG funds provide money at the margins to thousands of agencies across the country, JAG’s influence on criminal justice policy reverberates far beyond its actual dollars.

**Funded Activities**

Recipients can use JAG funds to support almost any criminal justice activity. The statute broadly provides that JAG dollars can be used “for criminal justice.” It then enumerates seven categories of specific uses (listed below). Recipients can apply funds toward “personnel, equipment, supplies, contractual support, training, technical assistance, and information systems” within these categories. It provides only a few limits on how JAG dollars can be spent. Recipients cannot buy the following items without special permission from DOJ: non-police vehicles, boats, or aircraft; luxury items; real estate; or construction of non-correctional buildings.

DOJ cannot mandate that states spend JAG funds on any specific category. Instead, states have complete discretion to direct the money toward one or more of the seven categories:

1. **Law enforcement programs.** Most recipients in this category are local police. Latest data shows that 62 percent of total JAG funds from 2009-11 were spent in this area. This large allocation likely reflects the original focus on law enforcement of JAG’s predecessor grant programs. In 2012, almost half of state law enforcement JAG funds went to drug and gang enforcement, and 34 percent went to equipment and operations.

2. **Prosecution and court programs.** This category includes actors in the criminal court system: prosecutors, standard courts, specialty courts (e.g. drug courts and other non-traditional courts), and general defense and indigent defense. Of total JAG funds spent from 2009-11, 10 percent were within this category. In 2012, nearly half (44 percent) of state JAG funds in this area went to prosecution, 18 percent to specialty courts and pretrial services, and 4 percent to indigent defense.
3. **Prevention and education programs.** This category includes crime prevention or public education programs. Examples include drug education programs in schools and counseling programs for ex-offenders to help prevent future crime. Of total JAG funds spent from 2009-11, 6 percent were spent in this area.112

4. **Corrections and community corrections programs.** Jails, prisons, probation, and parole agencies fall into this category. Of total JAG funds spent from 2009-11, 6 percent were spent in this area.113 In 2012, 20 percent of state funds in this area went to corrections, 19 percent to community corrections and supervision services, and 21 percent to re-entry programs.114

5. **Drug treatment and enforcement programs.** Drug treatment, assessment, and counseling programs can be funded through this category. Notably, it overlaps with the law enforcement category. Of total JAG funds spent from 2009-11, 5 percent were spent in this category.115

6. **Planning, evaluation, and technology improvement programs.** This includes planning efforts to determine the best use of JAG funds, evaluations of local programs, and improvements in technology. Of total JAG funds spent from 2009-11, 10 percent were spent in this area.116

7. **Crime victim and witness programs.** This includes services to crime victims, such as domestic violence services, and witnesses in enforcement and prosecutions. Of total JAG funds spent from 2009-11, 1 percent was spent in this area.117 A 2010 survey revealed that 55 percent of funds for this area went to victim services and 26 percent to forensics.118

JAG funding can support criminal justice at its best, but it can also buttress criminal justice at its worst. Under the current system, there is often no way for DOJ to tell the difference.
Track Record of Success for the Program

Historically, JAG funds have often been used to identify and promote innovative and effective programs. Recently, JAG funding has supported some new, data-driven programs that protect public safety without encouraging mass incarceration. These programs demonstrate just how effective JAG money can be when spent wisely.

- **Hawaii Opportunity Probation with Enforcement Initiative.** Commonly known as HOPE, the program is lauded as a national model. It imposes swift and certain sanctions (usually short jail stays) in response to every detected violation of probation conditions. In this matter, it prevents the usual pattern of multiple violations with no sanctions until a frustrated officer finally revokes an individual back to prison. HOPE participants were 55 percent less likely to be arrested for a new crime, 72 percent less likely to use drugs, and 53 percent less likely to be revoked back to prison. The program saved millions in avoided prison costs since its inception in 2004.

- **Illinois Adult Redeploy.** This program sends nonviolent offenders to specialty courts or probation rather than prison. Illinois uses an approach similar to Success-Oriented Funding by providing counties with more dollars when they agree to send 25 percent fewer people to prison. In 10 counties, since 2011, the program cut participant recidivism by as much as 20 percent, kept more than 800 people out of prison, and saved $16 million in avoided prison costs.

- **Massachusetts Domestic Violence High Risk Team.** The program, run by a multi-agency team of police, probation, prosecutors, and social workers, aims to prevent domestic violence murders. Using risk assessments, the program determines which domestic violence offenders are most at risk of killing their partners and provides them with services to help them not recidivate. If offenders violate restraining orders or commit assaults, they receive swift sanctions such as terminating child visits or imposing electronic monitoring. Between 2005 and 2011, pilot programs delivered positive results: no participants were charged with murder and 92 percent of victims had not been re-assaulted. In 2013, JAG funds helped expand the program across the state.
Challenges with the Grant

The nation’s criminal justice system relies heavily on incarceration. Advocates across the political spectrum have urged a reconsideration of this approach. And many states, both red and blue, have begun to recognize that current levels of incarceration are ineffective and unaffordable, instituting policies to reduce those levels.

In this vein, JAG has come under scrutiny. This section highlights some of the problems with JAG. The program’s performance measures do not drive toward specific, measurable goals. Instead, they pose vague questions, fail to ask about programmatic success, and may steer recipients toward using punitive strategies, rather than ones that increase public safety. By law, DOJ has full authority over the content of the performance measures.\textsuperscript{125}

Further, JAG recipients are often not held accountable for their spending choices, and the reports on their performance are not publicly available. This makes it impossible for Congress, DOJ, or the public to measure the effectiveness of the program. In the past few years, DOJ has made some adjustments to the measures, but various policymakers encourage a wholesale rethinking of the approach used to determine JAG funding.

Existing Performance Measures Nudge Toward Mass Incarceration

JAG funding is accompanied by a quarterly report filled out by recipients. This 39-page, 154-question long questionnaire created by DOJ, asks recipients to report on certain data and information to determine if they meet the performance measures established by DOJ.\textsuperscript{126} (Once a year, recipients are also required to fill out a narrative questionnaire, seeking information on their accomplishments and difficulties.)\textsuperscript{127}

These performance measures suffer from three overarching problems. First, many existing questions are vague, or call for narrative explanations. For example, the measures ask law enforcement the following question about their programs:

Check all that apply:

- Alcohol/Tobacco Enforcement
- Broken Windows
- Child Abuse Investigation
- Community Policing
- Crime Prevention
- Domestic Violence Enforcement\textsuperscript{128}

It goes on to list additional programs. But it is unclear from this question what these categories mean, and there are no follow-up questions asking whether these programs achieved any goals. This question may tell DOJ that Connecticut has used JAG funding for child abuse investigations, but it does not convey whether it resulted in faster investigations or successful prosecutions. These questions do not provide information that allows DOJ to understand fully how funds are used or to assess the impact of the funding.
Second, performance measures that do ask for specific data do not ask about the success of programs. A sampling of the current performance measures for two of the seven categories are below.

**Figure 4: Sample of Current JAG Performance Measures**

**CURRENT POLICE PERFORMANCE MEASURES INCLUDE:**
- Number of arrests
- Number of gun crime charges
- Number of warrants
- Number of task force cases

**CURRENT PROSECUTOR PERFORMANCE MEASURES ARE ONLY:**
- Number of cases prosecuted
- Number of cases involving indigent defendants

These sample measures focus police on increasing the volume of arrests, warrants, and charges. Similarly, prosecutors’ measures focus on increasing the volume of cases. Measures for other categories suffer from the same problems. Current measures are roughly analogous to a hospital counting the number of emergency room admissions, instead of considering the number of lives saved. Or, a transportation department looking at the number of potholes filled without assessing the condition of the roads or the number of accidents. They measure activity, not productivity. Measures for other categories suffer from the same problems.

George Kelling, the criminologist who introduced the “broken windows” theory of policing in 1982, has noted that counting arrests is not an effective way to assess police performance. He has noted, “It is far easier to count how many arrests officers make than how effective they are educating citizens or organizing a community.” While these numbers are easy to record, they miss the point. They reveal very little about reducing crime or lowering the prison population.

The focus of measures should be outcomes. Current JAG measures almost never ask the bottom line question of whether funded activities achieved goals. Whether the funds improved public safety or the justice system is unasked and unanswered. Instead of cataloging the number of arrests, measures should focus on impact: Did all the arrests make the public safer? Were all the prosecutions warranted and successful? Most importantly, are these federal dollars helping states and localities achieve criminal justice goals? The existing measures limit the value of the information DOJ can report to Congress and the public on the success of JAG.

Finally, these measurements are not merely inaccurate or irrelevant. They can drive policy by distorting incentives. They can contribute to mass incarceration.

The JAG measures have the imprimatur of the DOJ. They signal what the Department feels is important. These measures signal — correctly or incorrectly — that the federal government *de facto* prioritizes volume over other criminal justice goals. If much of what is measured is increased volume into the criminal justice system then that is where effort will be concentrated.
Further, though the Department may see its performance measures as merely a way to collect information, it is implicitly conveying its policy aspirations to recipients. By linking — even if indirectly or inadvertently — JAG funding to measures of the number of arrests or prosecutions, the measures risk creating or risk entrenching existing perverse incentives that encourage a widening of the pipeline to prison. The measures encourage police departments to focus on increasing arrests and prosecutors to focus on increasing convictions — even in situations where alternative actions may be better responses. Even worse, police may focus their efforts on easier to make low-level arrests, believing that reporting higher numbers justifies the funding they receive from DOJ. Prosecutors may similarly feel they need to prosecute more cases and imprison more people, instead of dropping charges or diverting offenders to drug or mental health treatment when appropriate.

Interviews conducted for this report with 30 state and local JAG recipients provide evidence that these signals are sometimes received. Although funds come with almost no conditions attached, the performance measures subtly “nudge” recipients toward the goals embedded in them:133

- One state recipient said performance measures “could drive to a certain degree what gets funded and what the priorities are.” Another recipient in a southern state said “the performance measures the feds ask for are counting activity and not counting impact.” Many recipients made similar statements.

- One former police chief of a large city, who also administered JAG funds for a midwestern state, noted that “law enforcement needs to justify budgets by pointing to accomplishments.” JAG gives police a list of “accomplishments that are easy to track but meaningless.” “How many traffic citations issued or how many burglars you arrested are seldom reliable measures of police contribution…. When we start looking for performance measures, I can see why the easy response is to look at things we can count as opposed to a more qualitative measure of reducing crime. It is a big mistake to say there were 200 burglaries last year and this year there are 250.”

- A recipient who managed JAG funds for a large state commented that the current measure of “dollars seized or forfeited to police” was “ridiculous.” The issue, he said, is not the amount of money collected, but to what degree police “deprive bad guys of fruits of crimes to stop them from conducting criminal activity.” This measure could incentivize police to chase the suspect with the most amount of money instead of the suspect who is most dangerous.

- One recipient said he believed that, given the current measures’ focus on task forces, his state was not focused on DOJ priorities because his state did not allocate funds to drug task forces. He thought this could be held against his state when applying for other DOJ grants in the future.134

- Many recipients provided more funding for evidence-based programs and indigent defense services after DOJ encouraged recipients to do so in grant applications. NCJA also worked with states to help build their capacity to fund such activities. This insight aligns with current data. State JAG funding for indigent defense increased from $1.9 million in 2011 to $2.9 million in 2012.135
Interviewees who thought that JAG performance measures were not pivotal in setting their agencies’ overall goals nonetheless acknowledged that they looked to the measures when deciding how to spend JAG funds.

Interviewees across the board felt JAG needed more robust performance measures. Many cited the need to improve effectiveness and accountability of the program, and the need for helpful data:

- Most recipients requested clarity on how DOJ decides whether JAG money is well spent. One recipient from a large state said JAG dollars were often seen as “free money” because funding was not linked to success.

- Many recipients expressed a desire for DOJ to use performance measures that they have found to work in their localities. Virtually all JAG recipients interviewed expressed the view that the current measures do not accurately reflect the successes they achieved.

- Uniformly, recipients expressed a desire for DOJ to make the data from all JAG performance measures reports available so they could learn from other states about which programs are achieving results.

- Many recipients thought it critical for DOJ to ensure that states used funds to improve public safety and reduce incarceration rates and costs.

**Lack of Information on Performance and Accountability**

JAG’s performance measures suffer from data collection challenges, impeding DOJ’s ability to analyze the program's effectiveness. This lack of data makes it difficult for Congress or the public to assess whether JAG is achieving its own goal of funding effective programs. And it can make JAG a ripe target for funding cuts and to attack by advocates.

The reporting mechanism compounds the issue. Recipients choose how to send information to DOJ. As a result, thousands of reports from sub-recipients are sent to DOJ, often only reporting back on portions of the overall performance measures. Some states report back on behalf of sub-recipients and some do not. In some instances, states that provide funding to sub-recipients are not privy to what their sub-recipients report to DOJ.

By some accounts, as many as 30 percent of JAG recipients do not submit quarterly reports to DOJ. But because of the lack of data, the true percentage may be much higher. A 2010 DOJ Audit Report, which sampled 12 state and local direct JAG recipients, emphasized this lack of accountability. For example, the Atlanta Police Department did not monitor its sub-recipients and had no procedures for doing so. Indiana did not have staff members to manage its JAG funds, which flowed to 173 sub-recipients over three years. A direct recipient in South Carolina submitted only one annual report between 2004 and 2008 and was “not aware of the requirements for submitting progress reports.” The statute creating JAG severely limits DOJ’s ability to withhold funding due to non-reporting, though occasionally DOJ has imposed special conditions on chronic non-reporters. It is exploring its options to improve reporting.
Further, DOJ does not have permanent staff capacity to analyze all the data collected in these reports, relying heavily on a rotating assortment of consultants. As a result, an analysis or aggregation of the key findings from performance data is not available for Congress, advocates, or the public. For example, DOJ reported to Congress that 62 percent of JAG funds went to law enforcement between 2010 and 2012. But it did not report the percent of funds each state spent on law enforcement or how exactly those funds were used.

In 2005, the OMB noted that JAG “with limited ability on [DOJ’s] part to target or withhold funding – does not provide many options for holding recipients accountable to program goals.” In 2005, President George W. Bush’s Fiscal Year 2006 Budget called for reduction or elimination of funding for programs that “do not have a record of producing results,” including JAG.

**Stirrings of Reform**

Recognizing these problems, diverse stakeholders, including DOJ, have attempted to improve JAG.

Before 2009, JAG measures largely focused on two overall goals: enforcing gang laws and anti-methamphetamine policies. In 2009, DOJ implemented 86 new performance measures. The new measures focused on task force activities and the number of individuals hired by JAG dollars. In 2010, DOJ added questions about evaluation methods, technology, and the number of people in funded programs. It also launched an online portal so grant recipients could fill out JAG reports. That same year, a GAO report found that JAG measures lacked “several key attributes of successful performance measurement systems, such as clarity, reliability, linkages with strategic or programmatic goals, objectivity, and the measurability of targets.” While GAO investigated the JAG performance measures specifically linked to Recovery Act funding, these measures were substantively the same as the performance measures used by JAG as a whole that year. Since then, DOJ has produced new versions of the measures. But, JAG’s performance measures still lack linkage to the success of funded activities. They still ask about volume and means without asking the ultimate question: whether funded programs achieved their goals. Although DOJ is gathering more data, it is still not gathering the right kind.

Over the past few years, DOJ has encouraged states to direct funds toward certain preferred activities. In collaboration with NCJA, DOJ has worked with states to help them engage in thorough planning processes before deciding how to spend JAG funds. In 2010, DOJ started enumerating areas it prefers that recipients spend JAG funds on in its call for grant applications. These priorities have included funding for indigent defense, planning, and “evidence-based” programs (i.e. data-driven programs that provide evidence of achieving their goals).

Advocacy groups such as the Heritage Foundation have urged Congress to eliminate the program outright. Others, such as the ACLU, have criticized the program for fueling racial disparities and low-level drug arrests. Congress has shown an interest in undertaking some type of reform to JAG, but no legislation has been enacted. For example, Rep. Steve Cohen (D-Tenn.) introduced the Byrne/JAG Program Accountability Act in 2010 and 2011. That Act would have required recipients to identify and reduce racial disparities in their justice systems. In 2013, Sens. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt) and John Cornyn (R-Texas) co-sponsored the Justice for All Reauthorization Act. Supported by groups ranging from the Pretrial Justice Institute to the...
National Association of Police Organizations, the bill would require states to engage in a thorough planning process before deciding how to spend funds and provide additional funds for planning.\textsuperscript{156}

The Obama administration also supports JAG reform. The president’s 2014 budget proposed using financial incentives to help steer JAG funding to more effective uses.\textsuperscript{157} Specifically, it sought to create a new $40 million program, the Byrne Incentive Grant Program, to provide additional dollars to current JAG recipients who promise to use their existing JAG funding for certain activities. These activities include “evidence-based” programs (in areas such as policing, prosecution, and forensics) and activities to “rebalance” the justice system (i.e. supporting underfunded, cost-effective alternatives that improve public safety while still preserving fairness, such as indigent defense and non-prison alternatives).\textsuperscript{158} As of the writing of this report, this new program has not been funded by Congress.

These reforms would be definite improvements, but they would not solve JAG’s deep challenges. Many officials, advocates, and recipients remain unhappy with the program’s lack of accountability and data and its inability to demonstrate effectiveness.

\textbf{B. Reorienting JAG}

Because JAG touches so many criminal justice agencies and programs, it provides a unique pressure point for change. It also serves as a powerful starting point for policymakers to implement Success-Oriented Funding in criminal justice.

\textbf{New Performance Measures}

The best tool at DOJ’s disposal to ensure JAG’s effectiveness is the program’s performance measures.

DOJ lacks the authority to condition JAG funding on the achievement of goals and therefore cannot implement Success-Oriented Funding in its direct and strongest form. However, DOJ does have the full authority to put into practice the more subtle form of Success-Oriented Funding, by way of strong performance measures. Through revamped measures, DOJ can nudge thousands of recipients and sub-recipients across the country toward modern, data-driven policies that effectively control crime while helping shrink the overgrown system. It can also help focus scarce resources on the most serious crimes and encourage proportional criminal justice responses to crime. This rebalancing also aligns with JAG’s statute: Congress placed a special focus on violent crime by allocating funding to states based in part on their violent crime rates.

Appendix A provides an array of new proposed performance measures for each of JAG’s seven activity categories. These measures are the product of a delicate and thoughtful balancing of a number of factors. The Brennan Center has highlighted what it believes to be priority measures for each category.

Examples of current and proposed measures for police and prosecutors are on the following pages. This is just a sampling of the proposed measures. Appendix A lists several more measures for these categories.
Figure 5: Sample of Current and Proposed JAG Performance Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT POLICE PERFORMANCE MEASURES</th>
<th>PROPOSED POLICE PERFORMANCE MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Number of arrests</td>
<td>• What is your violent crime rate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of people charged with gun crimes</td>
<td>• What percent of arrests were for violent crimes? What percent of those arrests resulted in violent crime convictions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of judicial warrants</td>
<td>• What percent of misdemeanor offenses were issued desk appearance tickets or citations instead of booked and jailed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of new task force cases</td>
<td>• What percent of people arrested for drugs were screened for drug addiction or abuse?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT PROSECUTOR PERFORMANCE MEASURES</th>
<th>PROPOSED PROSECUTOR PERFORMANCE MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Number of cases prosecuted</td>
<td>• What percent of trials were for violent crimes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of cases involving indigent defendants</td>
<td>• What is the yearly percent change in the number of defendants sentenced to incarceration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What percent of drug charges were diverted to treatment?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, where recipients might feasibly collect the needed data, the proposed measures ask about whether criminal justice activities funded by JAG met their ultimate goals. When measuring the ultimate goal is more intensive and expensive, the measures focus on means to achieve those objectives. In some cases, the language of the measures may seem subtle but still drive toward the end goals.

For example, one goal of police activity is to reduce violent crime. The proposed measures ask recipients to report their violent crime rate, an item missing from the current measures.

However, the crime rate cannot be the only measure. Numerous factors, not just police practices, affect the crime rate. The proposed measures also ask questions on other police achievements and orientation. They ask whether law enforcement is using the most effective and proportional responses to crime.

In this vein, the proposed measures focus on how often police opt to issue a desk appearance ticket or citation for misdemeanor offenses, rather than booking and jailing people. This measure aims to encourage police to consider a proportional response to each situation. Proposed measures also ask prosecutors to report on the change in percent of defendants sentenced to incarceration. This encourages prosecutors to consider alternative, modern responses to crime, including recommending sentences to community service and probation, rather than using prison as a first response.

The proposed measures also ask whether police screen arrestees for drug abuse issues and ask prosecutors what percent of drug charges were diverted to treatment. Treatment has proven a far more effective response than incarceration as a crime control strategy for individuals with drug addiction. These measures aim to encourage police and prosecutors to identify people with addiction issues and provide them with the most effective response.

Finally, the proposed measures encourage criminal justice actors to focus scarce resources on controlling serious, violent crimes, not on responding to petty offenses. This reorientation is in line with a growing...
consensus that the criminal justice system has expanded to cover too much behavior. For example, the proposed measures ask about the violent crime rate, rather than the overall crime rate. Similarly, the measures ask police to report the percent of arrestees for violent crimes and conviction rates for those charges, and ask prosecutors what portion of their trials involve violent crimes. These measures encourage police and prosecutors to focus scarce resources on the most pressing public safety priorities.

By signaling to recipients that effectiveness, proportionality, and fairness are DOJ priorities, the proposed measures can help turn off the “automatic pilot” of more punishment — and more incarceration.

DOJ should take the following steps, within its authority:

- Replace current performance measures with new, more robust Success-Oriented measures. These new measures would provide clear objectives to more effectively control crime and reduce mass incarceration. DOJ can choose from among the array in Appendix A. Recommended measures are highlighted.

- Permit a recipient to answer “do not calculate,” but require an explanation about why they are unable to do so. This change recognizes that some jurisdictions may not have the capacity to collect certain information. However, it encourages states to begin collecting this information by clearly signaling DOJ’s interest in the data.

- Ensure each direct recipient of funds reports on measures. Direct recipients (either the state or the locality directly receiving funding from DOJ) should aggregate data for all sub-recipients. This would centralize reporting and reduce the volume of reports sent back to DOJ. Placing reporting responsibility on the direct recipient reduces this burden for smaller sub-recipients.

- Penalize recipients that do not report on performance measures. The high number of JAG recipients skirting reporting requirements prevents the public from assessing the program’s effectiveness and leaves it open to criticism. DOJ should determine what penalties are available for it to use and how they should be assessed. The Department should consider withholding all or a portion of funds for non-response.

- Encourage recipients to invest more JAG funds to increase reporting capacity. DOJ should encourage recipients to use funds to implement data-collection systems to gather the new information requested by the proposed measures. DOJ should also provide as much technical assistance and training as possible to recipients. This would make reporting on the performance measures far easier.

- Make all data in recipient reports publicly available. Lawmakers, advocates, and the public should have access to an online database that aggregates and analyzes performance reports.

- Make requirements for robust performance measures permanent. Although formal regulation is not necessary to implement new performance measures, a DOJ regulation or formal guidance would codify Success-Oriented Funding for JAG.
Additional Congressional Options

DOJ can take steps to implement new, more effective performance measures. However, fully enacting Success-Oriented Funding for JAG requires congressional action.

Congress could implement the strongest form of Success-Oriented Funding by changing JAG from a formula-based allocation to a competitive one. This option would allocate and renew funds based on whether recipients meet specific goals. For example, Congress could award money to states based on whether they reduced recidivism and incarceration rates. These overarching goals could help reorient a state’s entire system. Such a strategy would encourage agencies receiving the funds to be more deliberate when arresting, prosecuting, imprisoning, and revoking parole. It could incentivize actors to keep people out of the criminal justice system unless necessary to achieve public safety goals. It could encourage use of citations instead of arrests, increase dismissals of questionable or hard to prove charges, encourage more non-prison sentences, and keep more citizens in their communities. To ensure that smaller states with fewer resources are not at a disadvantage, Congress could create two tiers of competition — one for larger states and one for smaller ones. There could also be another tier for local recipients. This type of funding structure draws on the Department of Education’s i3 program, but goes a step further by providing clear performance measures.

Alternatively, Congress could choose to implement the “prize” form of Success-Oriented Funding. It would set a separate funding stream (perhaps totaling 5 to 10 percent of the JAG budget) for supplementary grants to award to states that achieve JAG success measures. While this would draw on the president’s Byrne Incentive Grant, it would require DOJ to award this funding after states have met specific JAG success measures, rather than rewarding states that have merely promised to meet broader categories of spending. DOJ could make this determination after implementing the proposed success measures. This structure should also provide two tiers for states. Prizes could encourage an “innovation culture” in the criminal justice system and steer recipients toward modern data-driven approaches that more effectively control crime and move away from mass incarceration.
CONCLUSION

Implementing Success-Oriented Funding in JAG could help move the country toward a more effective and just criminal system. States have been leading the way in reducing mass incarceration. It is time for the federal government to send a clear signal encouraging states and thousands of localities to spend federal dollars on what works to reduce crime and alleviate mass incarceration. As a first step, DOJ can implement robust performance measures for the country’s largest grant program that affects the breadth of criminal justice system practice across the country.

Applying the Success-Oriented Funding model to JAG can also serve as a model for other grants and budgets at the federal, state, and local level. By implementing direct links between funding and proven results, governments can ensure the criminal justice system is producing results while not increasing unintended social costs. This report’s proposed performance measures for JAG are broad enough to serve as a starting point on which to build out measures for other programs and local agencies.

Reform would come at a signal moment for criminal justice policy. Old ideological boundaries are blurring. Policymakers at all levels are recognizing the opportunity to act. Using Success-Oriented Funding to shift incentives could reverberate nationwide, moving the country away from mass incarceration.
APPENDIX A: PROPOSED PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR JAG

Factors Considered

This Appendix provides an array of possible measures for JAG. These changes are wholly within the purview of DOJ. The format of this Appendix draws on the current “Justice Assistance Grant Program Performance Measures” document. These measures are also more subtle than the ones that would be used in the direct form of Success-Oriented Funding because they use a more indirect approach. They are the product of extensive research (as explained in the Methodology section on page 6), feedback from our Blue Ribbon Panel, and a delicate and thoughtful balancing of a number of factors:

- **Tested local measures vs. innovative measures.** These success measures are grounded in research examining well-tested state and local measures for various criminal justice activities across the country. If tested state and local measures were imprecise, they were modified.

- **Capacity vs. optimal goals.** The measures aim to capture quantitative data that jurisdictions can actually measure, while also trying to signal to states the broader goals of more effectively improving public safety while also reducing unnecessary punishment. Some measures that drive toward a modern criminal justice system may contain the risk of inadvertent perverse incentives; the questions attempt to minimize this risk when possible.

- **Focus on ends vs. means.** The measures focus as closely as possible on the ultimate goals of each criminal justice category. A focus on end goals provides states and localities with the flexibility to determine how to best achieve goals given their unique challenges. Activities that use dollars to incentivize behavior usually aim to measure ends. When end goals are too difficult to pinpoint or measure, the measures instead focus on the various means that show progress toward the end.

- **Quantitative vs. narrative measures.** Quantitative measures show more clear achievement of objectives and create clearer incentives. In cases where recipients thought quantitative measures would be difficult, narrative questions are asked. As with any quantitative measure, these measures could be open to data manipulation; these measures are worded in a way to minimize this.

- **Uniform national data vs. local flexibility.** Quantitative data, though limited, can be aggregated across recipients and analyzed to show recipients’ improvement. To allow for local flexibility, the measures ask some qualitative questions. They also provide narrative questions for states to explain their unique accomplishments.

- **Encouraging recipient innovation vs. funding proven activities.** The narrative questions provide room for reporting on innovative activities, while specific, measurable quantitative measures apply to activities that are proven or being tested for effectiveness.

- **Diverse use of funds.** Even though recipients use funds for various activities, programs, technology, equipment, etc., because use of these funds support criminal justice operations, the funds should still drive toward larger policy goals. To that effect, recipients are required to answer all questions in each category.

- **Diverse feedback from Blue Ribbon Panel.** After a half-day discussion among diverse experts, and several weeks of collecting additional feedback, the measures were revised. The revisions attempt to incorporate the different perspectives from the panelists.

- **Role of planning.** Planning, though useful, is not an end goal. It is a means by which a recipient can improve its chances of achieving its end goals. Because of the emphasis DOJ and NCJA have placed on strategic planning, the first section of these measures is devoted to it.
Clarification of Procedures and Definitions

The performance measures are in a format similar to the current DOJ performance measures report. Below are a clarified proposed reporting procedure and definitions for terms used in the proposed measures.

1. Procedures

- All direct recipients should compile and send DOJ reports for themselves and sub-recipients. The word "your" applies to the ultimate entity using the funds.
- All questions are based on the last fiscal year.
- There are seven categories of questions; these categorical divisions for JAG were created by Congress. Recipients should answer the questions for the category in which they spent JAG funds.
- Recipients should answer all questions (unless otherwise noted) in the section that best fits their activities. All jurisdictions, especially smaller ones, may not be able to respond to all questions. If a recipient cannot answer a question, it should state “Do not collect this data” or “Do not engage in this activity.”
- Questions apply to all activities funded by JAG dollars, even if JAG dollars funded only a percentage of the activities. “Activities” include any expenditure in the specific category including programs, approaches, equipment, technology, or general expenditures, etc.
- If recipients purchased equipment or technology, they should answer the questions in the category for which it purchased equipment or technology. Equipment and technology purchased should be used to further larger criminal justice goals.

2. Definitions

- “Evidence-based” activities: those “where effectiveness has been demonstrated by causal evidence, generally obtained through one or more outcome evaluations.”
- “Promising” activities: some evidence exists indicating these activities achieve their intended outcomes. (The level of certainty from available evidence is too low to support generalizable conclusions, but there is some empirical basis for predicting that further research could support such conclusions.)
- “Violent crime:” murder, non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault.
- “Risk and needs assessments:” social science tools used to assess an individual’s criminal risk factors and specific needs that, if both addressed, will reduce the likelihood of recidivism. Tools must be validated for the purpose for which they are used and in the specific jurisdiction where they are used.
- For commonly understood terms for which definitions are not provided, state definitions apply.
I. General Questions

A. Questions to be answered for each category below (II through VIII)

Please answer the following questions separately for each category:

1. How many JAG dollars funded the activities in this category?
2. How many JAG dollars funded “evidence-based” activities?
3. How many JAG dollars funded “promising” activities? If your activities are not evidence-based or promising please explain why. (500 word limit)
4. Did you use JAG funds for innovative programs or approaches you were testing? If so, please describe (for example, by discussing the program’s goals; whether the program reached its intended goals; and whether you would test a different program or strategy in the future). (500 word limit)
5. How many JAG dollars funded evaluations of activities to see if they met stated goals? (500 word limit)
6. How did JAG dollars contribute to improving “community wellness”? (500 word limit)
7. If you felt the previous questions did not capture successes of your program, please use this space to describe them. (500 word limit)
8. Equipment
   a. If you purchased equipment or technology, answer the questions in the category for which you purchased equipment or technology. Equipment and technology purchased should be used to further the larger criminal justice goals of each category.
   b. Please also answer these additional questions on equipment:
      • How many JAG dollars were spent on equipment?
      • How did these purchases improve the effectiveness of law enforcement? (250 word limit)
      • What is the estimated return on the investment in dollars or hours of staff time saved each year? Please explain. (250 word limit)

B. Strategic Planning and Narrative Questions

1. How many JAG dollars funded strategic planning activities?
2. Is there a state-level criminal justice strategic plan that includes how to allocate JAG funds? If not, is the development of a plan in process?
3. If so, please answer: (2,000 word limit)
   a. Describe the goals of your strategic plan. How did you identify those goals as criminal justice priorities in your jurisdiction?
   b. Describe how you engaged in strategic planning. Which agencies participated in the strategic plan process?
   c. How did you use JAG funding to meet the goals of your strategic plan?
   d. If you used this funding for purposes other than those goals, please explain why.
II. Law Enforcement

Definition: “Law enforcement” includes activities conducted by law enforcement organizations, including police departments. Activities may include: improving public safety; crime prevention and intervention; enforcement, apprehension, and detention; and improving relationships with communities. This category does not include: activities of prosecution (please answer questions in section III for those activities) or law enforcement activities related to drug enforcement (please answer questions in section VI for those activities). Please answer all questions in this section. (The Brennan Center’s priority proposed measures are indicated in bold.)

A. General Questions

1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Specific Questions

Crime Prevention

2. What is your violent crime rate?
3. What is the number and percent change in “violence-related injuries” for emergency room admissions?
4. What is your crime prevention strategy? What evidence indicates that this is an appropriate strategy? (500 word limit)
5. How many JAG dollars were spent on preventing crime? How did the funding help prevent crime? (500 word limit)
6. How many JAG dollars funded prevention activities aimed at blocking opportunities for crime by “target hardening” (e.g. equipment, training, or outreach related to locks and gates, engine immobilizers, and street lighting)?
7. How many JAG dollars funded prevention activities aimed at increasing perpetrator risks of committing crime, i.e. increasing the chance of being apprehended during a crime (e.g. equipment, training, or outreach related to closed circuit television, traffic barriers, or property markers)?
8. How have activities funded by JAG improved how safe people feel visiting public spaces in your jurisdiction? (500 word limit)

Enforcement

9. What percent of arrests were of individuals arrested for violent crimes? What percent of individuals arrested for violent crimes were convicted of violent crimes?
10. What percent of individuals arrested were for felony arrests? What percent of those arrests resulted in felony convictions?
11. What percent of individuals charged with misdemeanor arrestees (i.e. misdemeanor as the highest charge) were issued desk appearance tickets or citations?
12. What percent of arrestees were screened for drug abuse issues within 24 hours of arrest? Mental health issues? If you do not conduct these screenings, does another agency do so or do you plan to do so? Please explain. (500 word limit)
13. (Consider asking: What percent of total arrests were of individuals belonging to each racial category used by the Bureau of Justice Statistics?)

Community Relations

14. How many JAG dollars were spent on improving relationships with the community? Please describe how you attempted to strengthen police-community relations (e.g. attending community meetings, citizen outreach, community watch programs). (500 word limit)

15. Do you use community surveys to gauge community attitudes toward the police? If so:
   a. What percent of residents report satisfaction with police services?
   b. What percent of residents have a positive view of the police?
   c. What percent of residents report feeling safer in their neighborhoods?
   d. If you do not use surveys, do you plan to utilize one in the next reporting period?

Collaboration

16. How many JAG funds were spent on activities aimed at collaborating or coordinating with other criminal justice agencies? How is this collaboration leading to more efficient and effective law enforcement? (500 word limit)

17. What types of partnerships did you form with other government agencies? If so, which ones and for what purposes? (500 word limit)
III. Prosecution and Courts

Definition: This category includes actors in criminal courts as listed below. Please answer only the questions in the subsections that apply to your use of the funding (e.g. if you only use this funding for Prosecution, you do not need to answer questions for Courts). (The Brennan Center’s priority proposed measures are indicated in bold.)

- “Prosecution” refers to prosecutor and district attorney offices.
- “Courts” include standard criminal courts.
- “Specialty courts” include drug courts, mental health courts, re-entry courts, and other non-traditional courts.
- “Defense” includes information on all criminal defendants.
- “Indigent Defense” includes activities by court-appointed legal counsel.

A. General Questions

1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Prosecution

1. How many JAG dollars funded prosecution activities?

Pre-Trial Detention

2. For what percent of defendants did prosecutors not object to release on recognizance at first appearance?
3. What percent of defendants were administered risk assessments to assess flight risk or re-arrest within 24 hours of arrest? For what percent of assessed defendants did the prosecution recommend an action consistent with assessed risk?

Public Safety

4. What percent of misdemeanor cases did prosecutors recommend for dismissal at first appearance?
5. What percent of active cases involved violent crime charges?
6. What percent of trials were for charges that included at least one violent crime?
7. What percent of original charges resulted in convictions for those charges?
8. What percent of defendants with drug possession charges (without additional trafficking or violent crime charges) did prosecutors divert (prior to sentencing) from formal court proceedings to treatment? What percent of defendants with only nonviolent charges did prosecutors divert (prior to sentencing) from formal court proceedings?
9. What percent of defendants with drug charges were sentenced to non-incarceration alternatives? What percent of defendants with only nonviolent charges were sentenced to non-incarceration alternatives?
10. What is the yearly percent change in the number of defendants sentenced to incarceration?  
11. What percent of defendants were re-arrested within one year after exiting prison? After exiting community corrections or completing other non-prison sanctions?

Efficiency

12. What percent of felony cases were “resolved” within 12 months?  
13. What percent of misdemeanor cases were resolved within 3 months?  
14. How many hours after arrest did prosecutors take to make charging decisions, on average, for felony charges? For misdemeanor charges?

Community Prosecution

15. How many JAG funds are spent on community outreach? If so, please describe. (500 word limit)  
16. What percent of police districts in your jurisdiction are assigned a prosecutor to assist with screening and charging?  
17. How many JAG funds are spent on prosecutor crime prevention activities? If so, please describe. (500 word limit)  
18. What percent of victims in violent cases closed this year reported satisfaction? What percent of victims in property crime cases?  
19. What percent of community members reported satisfaction with prosecutor offices?

C. Courts (standard)

Case Management

1. How many JAG dollars funded standard courts?  
2. What percent of felony cases were resolved within 12 months of arrest?  
3. What percent of misdemeanor cases were resolved within 3 months of arrest?  
4. What percent of defendants were released on recognizance at first appearance?  
5. What is the yearly percent change in the number of defendants sentenced to incarceration?  
6. What percent of cases were resolved without a criminal adjudication?

Pretrial Detention

7. What percent of defendants were released on their own recognizance?  
8. What percent of defendants were placed on non-incarceration forms of pre-trial supervision? (e.g. electronic home detention, work release).  
9. What percent of defendants were administered risk and needs assessments to determine flight risk and or re-arrest within 24 hours of arrest? For what percent of defendants were pretrial detention decisions made consistent with assessed risk?  
   a. What percent of assessments were made available to the court, prosecutor, and defense counsel?
10. What percent of defendants were screened for drug abuse issues within 24 hours of arrest? Mental health issues? If you do not conduct these screenings, does another agency do so or do you plan to do so? Please explain. (500 word limit)

11. What percent of detainees were released within 24 hours after first appearance?

D. Specialty Courts

1. How many JAG dollars funded specialty courts? Please list the types and number of specialty courts that your state has (for example, drug court, mental health court, domestic violence court, veterans court). (500 word limit)

2. For mental health courts:
   a. What percent of participants received a risk and needs assessment?
   b. What percent of defendants who started the program completed it?
   c. What percent of program completers did so without a criminal conviction on the underlying charge?
   d. What percent of program completers demonstrated improvements in mental health (determined by using validated instruments or clinical assessment processes)?
   e. What percent of program completers were arrested for a new crime within one year of discharge?

3. For drug courts:
   a. What percent of participants received a risk and needs assessment? What percent of participants were “high risk”?
   b. What percent of defendants who started the program completed it?
   c. What percent of program completers did so without a criminal conviction on the underlying charge?
   d. What percent of program completers demonstrated improvements in drug addiction issues (determined by using validated instruments or clinical assessment processes)?
   e. What percent of program completers were arrested for a new crime within one year of discharge?

E. Defense

1. How many JAG dollars funded defense services (excluding indigent defense)?

2. What percent of arrestees were represented at initial appearance?

3. What percent of defendants met with a defense attorney within 24 hours of arrest?

4. What is the yearly percent change in the number of defendants sentenced to incarceration?

F. Indigent Defense

1. How many JAG dollars funded indigent defense services?

2. What percent of indigent defendants met with a defense attorney within 24 hours of arrest?
3. What percent of indigent defendants in pre-trial incarceration were there for less than 24 hours?
4. What is the average number of appearances for cases involving indigent defendants until final disposition?
5. What percentage of indigent defendants cases were assigned a social worker? An investigator?
6. What is the yearly percent change in the number of indigent defendants sentenced to incarceration?
7. How many active felony cases were on the public defender system’s docket for the year? How many active misdemeanor cases?
8. What is the yearly public defender system budget? How many public defenders were paid for out of that budget? On average, how many attorney hours were spent on each case?
IV. Prevention and Education

Definition: Please answer the question only in the subsections that apply to your use of the funding.

- “Prevention” includes activities conducted (including by law enforcement) to prevent crime. This subsection overlaps with Section II; please report crime prevention activities in both Section II and Section IV. This section does not include activities to prevent drug crime; please report those activities in Section VI.
- “Education” includes: public education and professional education for criminal justice professionals. It does not include educational programming that occurs in corrections or community corrections (see Section V for those activities). (The Brennan Center’s priority proposed measures are indicated in bold.)

A. General Questions

1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Crime Prevention

1. Please answer the questions in the Crime Prevention section in Section II above.

C. Education

1. How many JAG dollars funded public education activities?
2. **How many JAG dollars funded evidence-based or promising public education activities to prevent violent crime? Please describe these activities. (500 word limit)**
3. How many JAG dollars funded training activities for criminal justice professionals? Please describe these activities. (500 word limit)
V. Corrections and Community Corrections

Definition: Please answer only the questions in the subsections that apply to your use of the funding.

- “Corrections” includes jails, prisons, and programs in jails and prisons (including re-entry and treatment programs occurring in these settings).
- “Community corrections” includes activities of probation, parole, administrative supervision, supervised release, or any other supervision occurring outside prisons or jails. It includes programs in these settings (including re-entry and treatment). (The Brennan Center’s priority proposed measures are indicated in bold.)

A. General Questions

1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Jails

1. How many JAG dollars funded jails?
2. What percent of defendants were administered risk assessments to assess flight risk and or re-arrest within 24 hours of arrest? For what percent of these defendants were pretrial detention decisions made consistent with assessed risk?
   a. What percent of assessments were made available to the court, prosecutor, and defense counsel?
3. What percent of defendants were screened for drug abuse issues within 24 hours of arrest? Mental health issues? If you do not conduct these screenings, does another agency do so or do you plan to do so? Please explain. (500 word limit)
4. What percent of jail inmates have been sentenced to incarceration?
5. How many days a year did the inmate population stay under 120 percent of facility capacity?

C. Prisons

1. How many JAG dollars funded prisons?
2. What percent of inmates received risk and needs assessments within 30 days of entry?
3. What percent of inmates were serving sentences for violent crimes?
4. What percent of inmates completed educational or job training programming (e.g. vocational certificates, GEDs, other educational degrees, job training)?
5. What percent of inmates completed in-prison treatment programs (e.g. mental health, drug)?
6. What percent of inmates were not arrested (within the state) in one year of exit from prison? Were not convicted (within the state) in one year?
7. How many days a year did the inmate population stay under 120 percent of facility capacity?
D. Community Corrections

1. How many JAG dollars funded community corrections?
2. What percent of defendants sentenced for non-violent crimes were sentenced to community corrections instead of incarceration?
3. What percent of supervisees received a risk and needs assessment within 14 days of entering community corrections? What percent received a re-entry plan within 14 days?
4. What percent of supervisees completed educational or job training (e.g. vocational certificates, GEDs, other degrees or training)?
5. What percent of supervisees completed treatment programs (e.g. mental health, drug)?
6. What percent of supervisees with reported technical violations of supervision conditions received responses other than revocation to prison (including shock incarceration, non-prison sanction, or no sanction)?
7. What percent of supervisees were not arrested for a new crime?
VI. Drug Treatment and Enforcement

Definition: Please answer only the questions in the subsections that apply to your use of the funding.

- “Drug Treatment” includes all drug treatment occurring in the criminal justice system. This overlaps with treatment that occurred in community corrections or corrections, or other settings. It does not include drug courts; report those activities in Section III.
- “Drug enforcement” relates to any law enforcement activities to enforce laws and regulations governing narcotics and controlled substances. Report these only here and not in Section II. This does not include activities of prosecutors. It also includes drug prevention activities. (The Brennan Center’s priority proposed measures are indicated in bold.)

A. General Questions

1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Drug Treatment

1. How many JAG dollars funded drug treatment activities (excluding drug courts)?
2. What percent of participants received a risk and needs assessment within seven days of entering the program?
   a. What percent of participants were “high risk”?
   b. What percent of participants completed the program? What percent of participants completed at least 90 days of treatment (excluding treatment for methadone)?
   c. What percent of participants in methadone treatment programs completed at least 12 months of treatment?
3. What percent of people who participated in the program re-entered drug treatment within one year?
4. What percent of participants who completed the program were not arrested for a new drug crime within one year?

C. Drug Enforcement

1. How many JAG dollars funded drug prevention activities? Please describe (500 word limit)
2. What was the yearly percent change in drug-related deaths? (answer if collected by public health authorities)
3. What percent of drug possession arrests were issued desk appearance tickets or citations (instead of formal booking)?
4. What percent of arrests were for drug manufacturing, trafficking and distribution (as opposed to only possession charges)? What percent of these arrests resulted in convictions?
5. How many illegal drug labs were closed down?
VII. Planning, Evaluation, and Technology Improvements

Definition: Please answer all questions. You must answer these questions for any effort that was partly or fully funded by JAG dollars.

- “Planning” includes planning for use of JAG funds, including efforts to conduct strategic planning to distribute the funds.
- “Evaluation” includes activities to evaluate program or use of JAG funds. If evaluation activities were for specific activities, programs, or agencies, please answer the questions in the sections related to those activities.
- “Technology” includes improvement in criminal justice technology for specific activities, programs, or agencies. You must answer the questions in the sections related to those activities.

A. General Questions

1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Planning

1. Please answer the questions in the Strategic Planning and Narrative Questions in Section I.

C. Evaluation

1. How many JAG dollars funded evaluation activities? Please describe. (500 word limit)
2. How many JAG dollars funded research activities? Please describe. (500 word limit)

D. Technology

1. How many JAG dollars funded technology improvements? How did this JAG funding improve public safety or reduce unnecessary punishment? (500 word limit)
VIII. Crime Victims and Witnesses

Definition: “Crime Victim and Witness Protection” includes activities conducted by law enforcement, legal, medical, counseling, advocacy, or educational organizations in serving the victims of and witnesses to crimes. Activities may include prevention, intervention, referral, or support for these constituencies. Please answer only the questions in the subsections that apply to your use of the funding.

A. General Questions
   1. Please answer all the general questions in Section I.

B. Crime Victim Services
   1. How many JAG dollars funded victim services activities?
   2. What percent of victims who requested services received those services? Of those victims, what percent completed these services?

C. Witness Protection
   1. How many JAG dollars funded witness protection activities?
   2. How many formal requests for protection were made by witnesses? What percent of these requests were met with offered protection within two days of receipt?
   3. Please describe witness protection issues in your jurisdiction and how JAG addressed those issues. (500 word limit)
The authors calculated this estimate following the methodology used by the National Employment Law Project (NELP) in
Between 1993 and 2011, the national homicide rate declined by forty-eight percent.

The authors calculated this estimate following the methodology used by the National Employment Law Project (NELP) in
Between 1993 and 2011, the national homicide rate declined by forty-eight percent.

See Nathan James, Cong. Research Serv., RS 22416, Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program: Legislative and Funding History 1 (2007).

Between 1993 and 2011, the national homicide rate declined by forty-eight percent. Jennifer Truman, Lynn Langton, & Michael Planty, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Criminal Victimization, 2012 3 (2013). The crime rate today is comparable to the low levels achieved in the 1960s. See Federal Bureau of Investigations, Uniform Crime Reporting Statistics, http://www.ucrdatatool.gov/Search/Crime/Crime.cfm (last visited Nov. 5, 2013) (noting, for example, that the 1969 violent crime rate (per 100,000 people) was 328.7 and property crime rate was 3,351.3, while the 2012 violent crime rate was 386.9 and the property crime rate was 2,859.2). In 2011 and 2012, there was a small increase in serious violent crime and property crime victimization; however, neither were statistically significant. Truman et al., supra note 3, at 1.


The authors calculated this estimate following the methodology used by the National Employment Law Project (NELP) in 2008. See Michelle N. Rodriguez & Maurice Emsellem, National Employment Law Project, 65 Million ‘Need Not Apply’: The Case for Reforming Criminal Background Checks for Employment 27, n. 2 (2011), available at http://www.nelp.org/page/-/SCLP/2011/65_Million_Need_Not.Apply.pdf (estimating that 65 million adults have criminal records in the United States). According to a 2010 survey of states, there were 97.9 million people with criminal records on file in the states, including those individuals fingerprinted for serious misdemeanors and felony arrests. U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Survey of State Criminal History Information Systems tbl.1 2010 (Nov. 2011). According to NELP, misdemeanor arrests for less serious crimes do not require fingerprinting in some states, thus this figure is likely an undercount of people with criminal records. To account for individuals who may have records in multiple states and other factors, and to arrive at a conservative national estimate, NELP reduced the 2008 BJS 92.3 million figure by 30 percent (64.6 million). Consistent with the NELP methodology, the authors reduced the 2010 BJS 97.9 million figure by 30 percent (68.5 million). Thus, as a percentage of the U.S. population over the age of 18 (237,657,645 in 2011 according to the U.S. Census Bureau), an estimated 28.8 percent of the U.S. adult population has a criminal record on file with states. See U.S. Census Bureau, Population Estimates: National Characteristics Vintage 2011, http://www.census.gov/popest/data/national/asrh/2011/. This estimate is consistent with a 2001 Department of Justice estimate that “30 percent of the Nation’s adult population” has a state rap sheet. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, The Attorney General’s Report on Criminal History Background Checks 51 (2006), available at http://www.justice.gov/olp/ag_bgchecks_report.pdf.


9 See John Hagan & Traci Burch, Social Costs of Incarceration, 21 Researching Law 1, 3-8 (2010) (discussing the broad social effects of incarceration, including felon disenfranchisement, parental incarceration, and reentry challenges).

10 See generally, Am. Civil Liberties Union, Smart Reform Is Possible: States Reducing Incarceration Rates and Costs While Protecting Communities (2011), available at https://www.aclu.org/files/assets/smartreformispossible.pdf (analyzing bipartisan reforms implemented in states to reduce crime and incarceration levels) [hereinafter ACLU, Smart Reform is Possible].


15 See FBI, Uniform Crime Reports as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data, http://www.ucrdatatool.gov/Search/Crime/Crime.cfm (last visited Nov. 14, 2013). From 1960 to 1980, the violent crime rate (reported offenses per 100,000 population) rose from 160.9 to 596.6. Id. The property crime rate rose from 1726.3 to 5353.5 over the same period. Id.

16 See Marc Mauer, Race to Incarcerate (1999).

17 For example, through the use of federal funds, the federal government encouraged states, beginning with Washington State in 1984, to adopt Truth in Sentencing laws, which ensured that violent offenders served more time of their imposed sentences. See Paula M. Ditton & Doris James Wilson, Bureau of Justice Statistics, NCJ 170032, Truth in Sentencing in State Prisons 1-3 (1999).

18 Pew Charitable Trusts, Public Safety Performance Project, Public Safety, Public Spending: Forecasting Amer-
For example, the Justice Reinvestment Initiative (JRI) assists states in devising and implementing “data-driven approaches to problem-oriented (as opposed to incident-based) policing methods.” Judith A. Greene, Promotes organizational strategies, which support the systemic use of partnerships and problem-solving techniques, to proactively address the immediate conditions that give rise to public safety issues such as crime, social disorder, and fear of crime.”). See Christopher Stone & Jeremy Travis, New Perspectives in Policing: Toward a New Professionalism in Policing 6 (2011), available at https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/232359.pdf (describing mid-twentieth century policing as “deliberately removed from communities,” reliant upon routine activities like “rapid response to calls for service [and] retrospective investigation of crimes,” and “top-down” in structure).

For example, the Justice Reinvestment Initiative (JRI) assists states in devising and implementing “data-driven approaches to criminal justice reform designed to generate cost savings that can be reinvested in high-performing public safety strategies.” Id. JRI has resulted in various policy reforms, including expansion of risk and needs assessments, problem-solving courts, penalty changes, a streamlined parole process and expanded parole eligibility, community based treatment, mandatory supervision requirements, and accountability measures. Id. at 2-3.

See Kyckelhahn & Martin, supra note 8 (showing that the correctional costs amount to $79 billion). Total criminal justice system spending, federal and state, is $260,533,129,000. This number is the sum of judicial and legal costs ($56.1 billion), police protection costs ($124.2 billion), and corrections costs ($80.24 billion). See id.


See Kyckelhahn & Martin, supra note 8 (showing that the correctional costs amount to $79 billion). Total criminal justice system spending, federal and state, is $260,533,129,000. This number is the sum of judicial and legal costs ($56.1 billion), police protection costs ($124.2 billion), and corrections costs ($80.24 billion). See id.


20 Pew Center on the States, State of Recidivism: The Revolving Doors of America’s Prisons 1 (2011), available at http://www.pewtrusts.org/uploadedFiles/wwwpewtrustsorg/Reports/sentencing_and_corrections/State+Recidivism+Revolving+Doors+America+Prisons%20pdf (“Total state spending on corrections is now about $52 billion, the bulk of which is spent on prisons. State spending on corrections quadrupled during the past two decades, making it the second fastest growing area of state budgets, trailing only Medicaid.”).

21 See Kyckelhahn & Martin, supra note 8 (showing that the correctional costs amount to $79 billion). Total criminal justice system spending, federal and state, is $260,533,129,000. This number is the sum of judicial and legal costs ($56.1 billion), police protection costs ($124.2 billion), and corrections costs ($80.24 billion). See id.


23 For example, the Justice Reinvestment Initiative (JRI) assists states in devising and implementing “data-driven approaches to criminal justice reform designed to generate cost savings that can be reinvested in high-performing public safety strategies.” Id. JRI has resulted in various policy reforms, including expansion of risk and needs assessments, problem-solving courts, penalty changes, a streamlined parole process and expanded parole eligibility, community based treatment, mandatory supervision requirements, and accountability measures. Id. at 2-3.


26 See Cmty. Oriented Policing Serv., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Community Policing Defined 3 (2012), available at http://www.cops.usdoj.gov/Publications/c030917193-CP-Defined.pdf (defining community policing as “a philosophy that promotes organizational strategies, which support the systemic use of partnerships and problem-solving techniques, to proactively address the immediate conditions that give rise to public safety issues such as crime, social disorder, and fear of crime.”).

In most states, the costs of incarceration are borne by the state, even as the counties make the decision to revoke and/or reinvest in their communities (36 Earned Compliance Credit and Reinvestment Act of 2012, H.B. 670, S.B. 691, 2012 Leg., (Md. 2013) (the bill does not require the judge to grant the earned credits, but rather permits it at the judge’s discretion).)

While Louisiana enacted HB 138 in June 2011 allowing some prisoners aged 60 or older the right to a parole hearing, there were numerous eligibility restrictions associated with the bill. See ACLU, SMART REFORM IS POSSIBLE, supra note 10, at 54-55.


While Louisiana enacted HB 138 in June 2011 allowing some prisoners aged 60 or older the right to a parole hearing, there were numerous eligibility restrictions associated with the bill. See ACLU, SMART REFORM IS POSSIBLE, supra note 10, at 54-55.


Earned Compliance Credit and Reinvestment Act of 2012, H.B. 670, S.B. 691, 2012 Leg., (Md. 2013) (the bill does not require the judge to grant the earned credits, but rather permits it at the judge’s discretion).


In most states, the costs of incarceration are borne by the state, even as the counties make the decision to revoke and/or incarcerate offenders. See W. David Ball, TOUGH ON CRIME (on the State’s Dime): How Violent Crime Does Not Drive California Counties’ Incarceration Rates — and why it should, 28 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 987, 991 (2012) (explaining that counties control the inflow of prisoners, but states typically bear the burden of administering and paying for prison systems). See also VERA INSTITUTE OF JUSTICE, PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE FUNDING: ALIGNING FISCAL AND OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY TO PRODUCE MORE SAFETY AT LESS COST 6-7 (2012), available at http://www.vera.org/sites/default/files/resources/downloads/performance-incentive-funding-report.pdf (describing “misaligned incentives” to punish offenders at the state versus local level).


These incentives – whether financial or professional recognition – encourage prosecutors to view more convictions and higher prison sentences as success. They can encourage prosecutors to work toward these goals even when a different intervention – like treatment, community service, or dropping charges – may be a better response. They also create incentives not to choose such options, and can inadvertently encourage more incarceration. See Carrie Leonetti, When the Emperor Has No Clothes III: Personnel Policies and Conflicts of Interest in Prosecutors’ Offices, 22 CORNELL J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 53, 80-82 (2012).


Williams et al., supra note 47 (basing figures on data from a random sampling of 52 agencies in Texas).

See id. at 21.


Many have written about creating incentives to encourage public policy goals. See, e.g., David Osborne and Ted Gaebler, Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit Is Transforming the Public Sector 15 (1993) ("Today's environment demands institutions that are extremely flexible and adaptable . . . offering choices . . . that lead by persuasion and incentives rather than commands").


Id. at 7.


Id.
See supra note 1.

59 See Sonal Shah & Kristina Costa, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS, SOCIAL FINANCE: A PRIMER 1 (2013) (describing “social finance” as an approach “where evidence, evaluation, and scale capital are brought to bear on intractable social issues” which combines federal and private funds).


62 The Social Innovation Fund (SIF) combines public and private resources to grow promising community-based, evidence-based solutions. SIF makes grants to grantmaking “intermediaries” within communities that identify promising programs and guide them towards success. As of February 2012, the Social Innovation Fund has partnered with over 150 private philanthropic funders, $95 million in federal funds have been awarded, and $250 million in additional private funds have been leveraged through the program. See Office of Social Innovation and Civic Participation, Executive Office of the President of the United States, Social Innovation Fund, http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/sicp/initiatives/social-innovation-fund (last visited Nov. 13, 2013).

63 See generally supra notes 59-61.


66 Once California started offering financial incentives in 2009 to probation offices for decreasing revocations, there was a state-wide drop in the number of probationers sent to prison. By 2011, the rate of probation failure had dropped to 5.4 percent, a reduction of 32 percent from the 7.2 percent probation failure rate during 2006-2008, the two-year baseline period before incentive implementation. California Administrative Office of the Courts, SB 678 Year 2 Report: Implementation of the California Community Corrections Performance Incentives Act of 2009 (2012), available at http://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/SB678-Year-2-report.pdf.


68 Vera Institute of Justice, supra note 39, at 4 (“In the past several years, eight states . . . have enacted legislation creating performance incentive funding (PIF) programs through which community corrections agencies receive part of the state savings achieved when they improve their outcomes and send fewer offenders to prison”). See also Todd Clear, A Private-Sector, Incentives-Based Model for Justice Reinvestment, 10 CRIMINOLOGY & PUB. POL’Y 585, 590 (2011) (“Three quarters of the states have some sort of fiscal arrangement to promote community-based corrections, for example, providing state dollars to local agencies on the condition that rates of sentencing to state prison are controlled.”). Similarly, the Justice Reinvestment Initiative (“JRI”) was originally intended to reduce state prison populations and then use savings from prison costs for investments in local communities hard hit by crime and cycles of incarceration. The philosophy was meant to reward states for intentionally reducing incarceration. In recent years, however, JRI has moved away from the “reinvestment” model, though it continues to help states reduce their incarcerated populations. This program, run by the Justice Department, provides funding to organizations that provide research and assistance to states to help them enact legislation and polices to reduce incarceration rates. Id. at 587.

69 The Pennsylvania Department of Corrections is restructuring the entire Community Corrections System to focus on “outcomes and performance,” including recidivism reduction. Among other efforts, the Department of Corrections intends to restructure correctional contracts such that they will “require service providers to maintain or reduce recidivism and will


72 For example, Brian D. Galle recently compared the relative economic efficiency of “nudges” and other forms of behaviorally-inspired regulation against more common policy alternatives, such as taxes, subsidies, or traditional quantity regulation. Galle found that in some contexts, contrary to popular wisdom, nudges may out-perform traditional tactics such as fines and subsidies. Brian D. Galle, Tax, Command -- or Nudge? Evaluating the New Regulation, 92 Tax. L. Rev. (forthcoming 2013), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2318004.


an important, but context dependent role in consumer choice).

80 See supra note 13.


82 Id. at 493.


87 VAWA Reauthorization, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3750-3758. In this statute, Congress merged the original Byrne formula grant (incorporated into the Anti-Drug Abuse Act) and the Local Law Enforcement Block Grant to create today’s JAG. See also 42 U.S.C. § 14141 (1995) (Local Law Enforcement Block Grant).

88 There is a program separate from JAG called the Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation Program (BCJI). Started in 2012 as a project of the Neighborhood Revitalization Initiative, BCJI grants are awarded based on a competitive application process. Before receiving the funds, recipients must prove they have the support of local law enforcement, the community leaders and service providers, and a research partner. Recipients must also engage in proactive program management tied to rigorous research, data analysis, and program assessment. See Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, OMB No. 1121-0539, Byrne Criminal Justice Innovation Program FY 2012 Competitive Grant Announcement, available at https://www.bja.gov/funding/12bcjisol.pdf.


105 42 U.S.C. § 3751(a) (1).

106 Id.

107 Id. at 42 U.S.C. § 3751(d) (2) (A-E).


111 See NCJA, The Impact of Byrne JAG, supra note 109, at 9.


113 Id.

114 See NCJA, The Impact of Byrne JAG, supra note 109, at 6.


116 Id.

117 Id.

118 NCJP, Cornerstone for Justice, supra note 89, at 18. There is potential for an up to four year project period extension, meaning that states could be using a blend of FY2007, FY2008, FY2009, and FY2010 funding, as well as JAG Recovery Act funding for certain projects. See id. at 3.

119 The data in the pie chart is from the following source: BJA, Closeout Report, supra note 108, at 4 (providing average state and local JAG funding amounts from 2010-2012).

120 “Byrne JAG supports the federal government’s crucial role in spurring innovation, as well as testing and replicating evidence-based practices nationwide.” See NCJP, Cornerstone for Justice, supra note 89, at 2.


124 See NCJA, The Impact of Byrne JAG, supra note 109, at 2.

125 The statute requires all grant applicants to assure DOJ that they will "maintain and report such data, records, and information (programmatic and financial) as [DOJ] may reasonably require." See 42 U.S.C. § 3752 (emphasis added). See infra note 154 (discussing the calls for reform to JAG performance measures by both the Heritage Foundation and the ACLU).

126 This form is called the "Justice Assistance Grant Performance Measures." Recipients send this data back through the Performance Measurement Tool ("PMT"), BJA’s database for recipients’ reports. Sometimes, recipients colloquially refer to the performance measures as "the PMT." See generally BJA, (JAG) PROGRAM PERFORMANCE MEASURES, supra note 12.

127 See id.

128 Id. at 4.

129 See id. at 3-12.

130 See id. at 13-16.

131 See generally id.


133 As part of our interview process explained in the Methodology, from June 2013 to October 2013, the authors interviewed more than 30 former and current state and local recipients across the country, each experienced in administering, distributing, or using JAG funds. These included recipients from: California, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Nevada, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Tennessee, Washington State and Wisconsin. Notes are on file with the authors, some confidential. Please see the Methodology section of this report for more information.

134 Notably, task forces have been criticized by some as driving the War on Drugs. See Eric Blumenson & Eva Nilsen, Policing for Profit: The Drug War's Hidden Economic Agenda, 65 U. CHI. L. REV. 35, 42-55 (1998) (discussing the proliferation of task forces and the War on Drugs).


136 These statements were compiled based on the before mentioned interviews conducted by the authors in supra note 133.


138 This statement is based on several interviews conducted by the authors, as mentioned in supra note 133, and then confirmed by government officials in informal discussions.

139 DOJ, Audit Report 2010, supra note 137, at iii, 18, 21, 22, 24.
Telephone Interview with Elizabeth Zwicker, Performance Measures Coordinator, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Mar. 2010).

For the underlying numbers and details about data collection, see BJA, CLOSEOUT REPORT, supra note 108, at 4. For example, DOJ maintains profile pages for each state describing the amount of federal funding they receive, their crime rates, and highlighting any interesting programs. However, these profile pages do not demonstrate how those federal dollars were spent and generally lacks criminal justice information outside the fields of law enforcement and corrections. See, e.g. BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, STATE AND TERRITORY FACT SHEET: NEW YORK 1, available at http://www.iir.com/bja-state-fact-sheets/PDF/New_York_State_Profile_Sheet.pdf (last visited Nov. 15, 2013) (providing information about JAG funding allocated to New York State, but lacking information about which purpose areas JAG funds supported and failing to identify JAG award sub-recipients); BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, STATE AND TERRITORY FACT SHEET: TEXAS 1-2, available at http://www.iir.com/bja-state-fact-sheets/PDF/Texas_State_Profile_Sheet.pdf (last visited Nov. 15, 2013) (providing arrest data, crime trends, and JAG funding in Texas, but lacking information about the kinds of programs that JAG dollars were spent to support and how they benefit public safety or improve the criminal justice system).


Telephone Interview with Elizabeth Zwicker, Performance Measures Coordinator, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Mar. 2010); see also BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, EDWARD BYRNE MEMORIAL JUSTICE ASSISTANCE GRANT (JAG) PROGRAM; STATE SOLICITATION 4 (2007), available at https://www.bja.gov/Funding/07JAGstate.pdf (including only four questions, all relating to gangs or drugs).

GAO, DOJ COULD BETTER ASSESS JAG PROGRAM, supra note 93, at 2.

BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, PROGRAM PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT (ARRA) AND JUSTICE ASSISTANCE GRANT (JAG) PROGRAMS (2010) (on file with authors).

GAO, DOJ COULD BETTER ASSESS JAG PROGRAM, supra note 93, at 8, 30, 39.

Id. at 30.

Compare id. at 47, with BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, PROGRAM PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR AMERICAN RECOVERY AND REINVESTMENT ACT (ARRA) AND JUSTICE ASSISTANCE GRANT (JAG) PROGRAMS (2010) (on file with authors).

GAO, DOJ COULD BETTER ASSESS JAG PROGRAM, supra note 93, at 73-74; see also BJA, (JAG) PROGRAM PERFORMANCE MEASURES, supra note 12. In 2012, DOJ surveyed more than 800 recipients and committed to providing better definitions, giving recipients checklists, and publishing more data. BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE, JUSTICE ASSISTANCE GRANT PROGRAM SURVEY RESULTS 8 (2012), available at https://www.bja.gov/Programs/JAG/JAGSurveyResultsSummary.pdf.


Id. at 3. See also CRIME SOLUTIONS.GOV, NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, http://www.crimesolutions.gov/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2013) (defining evidence-based practices (EBPs)).

The Heritage Foundation has urged improved performance measures or alternatively the elimination of JAG specifically. See Muhlhausen, supra note 76, at 2. It has also criticized federal grants to local law enforcement more generally on federalist grounds. See David B. Muhlhausen & Erica Little, FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANTS AND CRIME RATES: NO CONNECTION EXCEPT FOR WASTE AND ABUSE, 2015 BACKGROUNDER 1, 2-3 (2007), available at http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2007/03/federal-law-enforcement-grants-and-crime-rates-no-connection-except-for-waste-and-abuse (criticizing the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) grants because the “[i]ncreased federal influence in the operations of local police departments could . . . effectively create a nationalized police force.”). The ACLU has also criticized JAG, linking it to funding...


This definition is also from NIJ. Id. SHERMAN, ET AL., supra note 81.


“Community wellness” is a concept increasingly used by police departments using community policing strategies. It includes
such things as improvements to public health, economic development, employment, and educational attainment. See 
Robert C. Wadman, Police Theory in America: Old Traditions and New Opportunities (2009); Bureau of Justice 
Statistics, U.S. Dept of Justice, Summary of the First Meeting of the Crime Indicators Working Group (2012); 
Jeremy Travis & Joseph E. Brann, U.S. Dept of Justice, Nat’l Inst. of Justice, Measuring What Matters Part Two: 

169 Strategic planning is a process that includes establishing a team, involving stakeholders, collecting data, setting goals, developing strategies, and implementing and assessing programs. See Overview of Strategic Planning, National Center for Justice Planning, National Criminal Justice Association, http://www.ncjp.org/strategic-planning/overview (last visited Nov. 15, 2013).

170 Crime prevention is defined not by its intentions, but by its consequences. These consequences can be defined in at least two ways. One is by the number of criminal events; the other is by the number of criminal offenders. Michael Gottfredson & Travis Hirschi, Positive Criminology (SAGE Publications 1987). Some also define it by the amount of harm prevented or by the number of victims. See Albert J. Reiss Jr. & Jeffrey A. Roth, eds., Understanding and Preventing Violence 59-61 (National Academies Press 1993); Graham Farrell, Preventing Repeat Victimization, Crime and Justice 469-534 (1995) [hereinafter Reiss & Roth]. In asking the Attorney General to report on the effectiveness of crime prevention efforts supported by the Justice Department’s Office of Justice Programs, Congress has embraced an even broader definition of crime prevention: reduction of risk factors for crime (such as gang membership) and increases in protective factors (such as completing high school) — concepts that a National Academy of Sciences report has labeled as “primary” prevention. Reiss & Roth at 150. What all these definitions have in common is their focus on observed effects, and not the “hard” or “soft” content, of a program. For more information on what approaches work to reduce crime, see Sherman, et al., supra note 81, at 20-45.


172 A “violence-related” injury is one caused by an external cause. These causes are defined in the codes used by Medicaid, Medicare, private insurance companies, and healthcare organizations. See, e.g., Ill. Dept of Public Health, Div. of Emergency Med., Sys. and Highway Safety, Illinois Violent Injury Reporting (2005); ICD-9CM E-Codes, Int’l Classification of Diseases, Clinical Modification, External Cause of Injuries (10th Rev., 2010).

173 These types of activities are proven effective at crime prevention. See Sherman et al., supra note 81. Since it is difficult to measure and pinpoint causation for crime prevention, reporting on amount of funds spent can help ascertain whether law enforcement is engaging in effective activities.

174 These types of activities are proven effective at crime prevention. See generally id.

175 The Bureau of Justice Statistics has used the following race/ethnicity categories: White (i.e. white, non-Hispanic; black/African American, non-Hispanic; Hispanic/Latino, etc; or two or more races).

176 Although the statute terms this category “prosecution and courts,” DOJ has expanded it to include these other criminal court actors as well. It is within DOJ’s discretion to define the categories. See BJA, (JAG) Program Performance Measures, supra note 12.

177 Because prosecutors’ recommendations concerning pretrial detention influence court actors, these questions are asked of prosecutors here and of courts later.

178 This measure and similar ones are designed to help reduce incarceration levels.

179 “Resolved” is defined as dismissed, resulted in a conviction, received a conviction, or received a final adjudication.

180 For jurisdictions with one jail, calculate the number of days the jail stayed under 120 percent capacity and divide by 365. For jurisdictions with multiple jails, calculate the sum of the number of days each jail stayed under 120 percent capacity and divide by the number of jails times 365.
181 See supra 180 for calculation methodology.

182 Research indicates that people participating in treatment for at least 90 days have substantially better outcomes than those participating for lesser periods (with the exception of people participating in methadone treatment programs). See Nat’l Inst. on Drug Abuse, U.S. Dep’t of Health and Human Servs., Principles of Drug Addiction Treatment: A Research-Based Guide (2012); U.S. Dep’t of Health and Human Servs., Principles of Drug Addiction Treatment for Criminal Justice Populations: A Research-Based Guide (2012).

183 Recipients should use the definition used in their state.
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